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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is concerned with strategic decision processes in markets 

where products are both durable and differentiated in quality. Thus, a 

commodity is differentiated in a two dimensional space - a) its time location when 

it is consumed, and b) its quality characteristics. Consumers "self-select" a 

product among varIOUS differentiated products. There exists a one-to-one 

correspondence between a consumer group and a product with a certain quality in 

a certain period. A monopolist seller, a monopolist lessor, and a sequential entry 

duopoly seller market are studied in the framework of a two-period, two-quality 

model. 

When product diversification is feasible, the monopoly power of the seller is 

greatly increased. A seller adopts strategic quality introduction sequence so that 

the amount of competition from the second-hand market can be endogenously 

selected by the seller. Hence, a seller is able to discriminate among consumers in 

both intertemporal and contemporaneous fashion. 

Equilibria are sensitive to the speed of technological advancement. If 

technology develops slowly, a seller adopts a strategic quality introduction 

sequence such that it introduces high quality first and low quality later, so that 

the creation of second-hand market is eliminated. When technology advancement 

is significant over time, a seller introduces low quality first and high quality later, 

so that a group of consumers will update the quality of the product they consume 

over time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation is concerned with strategic decision making in markets 

where products are both durable and differentiated in qualities. A commodity is 

usually characterized by a) its physical characteristics, b) its geographical 

location, and c) its consumption time location. In all previous product 

differentiation models, only the first two terms above have been considered as 

product differenti~tion. They have been called horizontal and vertical 

differentiation respectively. However, the durability of a product should also be 

considered as a type of product differentiation. An apt name is intertemporal 

differentiation. In this dissertation, a commodity is characterized by both its 

physical quality characteristics and by its consumption-time location durability 

characteristics. 

Major concerns of this dissertation are the nature of consumer demand, and 

firms' strategic actions such as the timing of quality introductions, when 

commodities are differentiated in the two-dimensional space - quality and 

intertemporal differentiation. A firm's competitive strategies consist of the timing 

of quality introduction and corresponding production quantity. This allows for a 

formal analysis of such topics as intertemporal market positioning and planned 

obsolescence. On the other hand, a consumer's strategies are whether to buy or 

not, what to buy, and when to buy. 

It is often observed in durable goods markets that some consumers update 

the quality of the product they consume over time, some wait until prices 

diminish and then purchase old models later, and others purchase a model and 

keep it and so on. This dissertation investigates the nature of consumer demand, 

when commodities are differentiated both physically and intertemporally. We 

find that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between a consumer group and 
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a particular commodity among many differentiated products. 1 

On the other hand, a firm has to decide whether to diversify its product 

lines or not, if it diversifies, which quality to introduce first, and how much to 

produce for each quality chosen. In some durable goods markets such as the 

textbook publishing market where the technology develops relatively slowly and 

hence production costs do not decline significantly over time, firms usually 

introduce the hard cover versions first and then the paper backs later. That is, 

firms have tendencies to introduce high quality first and low quality later. In 

some other markets such as electronics and computers in which technology 

develops very fast and hence production costs significantly diminish over time, 

firms often introduce the low quality first and the high quality later. 

We find that as the speed of technology advancement becomes faster, a 

monopolist seller has a theoretical tendency to increase the outputs of low quality 

in earlier periods and high quality in later periods. In some cases, a monopolist 

seller does not diversify its products within a period and sequentially introduces 

qualities such that it produces only low quality in period 1 and only high quality 

in period 2. 

As a limiting case, if there is no technological advancement at all, a 

monopolist seller introduces both low and high quality first in period 1 and only 

the low quality later in period 2. Then, a monopolist can first extract consumer 

surplus from the consumers who value the product highly, and then serve the 

consumers who value the product less. In this case, a monopolist seller can 

completely avoid the competition from the second-hand market in each quality 

1 There are two periods and two qualities in the model developed later. Thus, when a commodity is 

differentiated both physically and intertemporally, there are maximum of four differentiated products - low 

quality product in period 1 and in period 2, high quality product in period 1 and in period 2. 
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product, because, as will be shown later, consumers never update the quality of 

the product they consume from high quality to low quality. 

Then, consumers who bought high quality in period 1 will not resell to the 

second-hand market in period 2, and hence the second-hand market does not exist. 

In that event, high quality goods are not available in period 2 in both new and 

second-hand market. Thus, consumers have to make purchase decisions on high 

quality good in period 1 under Take-It-Or-Leave-It (posted-offer) environment. 

That is, the seller uses Get-It- While- You-Can strategy. In another extreme case 

in which production costs are identically zero for both qualities, a monopolist 

seller does not diversify its products and produces only the high quality through 

both periods. Hence, Bulow's [5] well-known result on durable goods monopoly 

pricing occurs.2 

In this dissertation, three distinct market structures are studied - a) a 

monopolist seller market, b) a monopolist lessor market, and c) a sequential entry 

duopoly seller market. What makes this problem particularly interesting is the 

carry-over feature of durable goods combined with producer's ability to diversify 

its products into various qualities. Therefore, topics such as consumers' purchase 

and resale strategies and firms' strategic output and quality introduction 

sequences are formally analyzed. This problem is obviously relevant to many real 

markets, but has never been analyzed before. Examples of markets where these 

phenomena are of great importance are electronics, computers, automobiles, 

textbooks and many others. 

For the two-quality, two-good monopoly market, a seller has three possible 

strategies for quality introduction sequence in each period - a) high, b) low, and c) 

2 IT production cost is zero, it is the same case as when production costs are identical between low 

quality and high quality. 
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both high and low. At the same time, it chooses the output to be produced for 

each quality chosen. As Bulow [5] showed, a durable goods monopolist seller 

should make its output path in a dynamically consistent way to maximize the 

sum of profits over time, because a precommitment cannot be credibly arranged 

in sales only markets. As long as products are durable and the monopolist is 

required to sell and consumers are rational enough to have perfect foresight on 

future outputs and prices by observing current output stock and price, then a 

myopic optimization solution will not be identical to a dynamic one for the 

monopolist in its output decision. 

The durability of a product itself may limit the market power of the 

monopolist seller because of existence of a second-hand market. A monopolist 

seller has to choose a dynamically consistent output path in order to be able to 

intertemporally discriminate among consumers. However, when product 

diversification is feasible, it is intuitive that a durable goods monopolist seller may 

lessen, or even completely avoid the competition from the second-hand market, or 

creates updating demand so that some consumers keep buying its various quality 

products over time by adopting some strategic quality introduction sequences over 

time. 

For instance, computer software is completely durable. Once the market is 

saturated, there is no residual demand, unless the market itself expands. 

Therefore, software sellers often introduce revised versions to create updating 

demand and some consumers upgrade the quality of the product they consume 

over time. Therefore, sellers can increase profitability and stay in business 

forever. On the other hand, if a seller introduces high quality first and then low 

quality later, there does not exist a second-hand market because it is not rational 

for consumers to update from high quality to low quality over time. Therefore, 
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sellers can lessen or destroy the competition from the second-hand market, and 

the extent of competition from the second-hand market is endogenously affected 

by the quality and quantity choice over time. 

As is well known, a durable goods monopolist may adopt inefficient 

technology to make products less durable so that the competition from the 

second-hand market is lessened or destroyed after some periods - planned 

obsolescence. However, if products can be diversified into a spectrum of qualities, 

a monopolist seller is able to have some control over the second-hand market 

without manipulating durability itself. This is another example of planned 

obsolescence, different from the single-quality durable goods monopolist case. 

There is an interesting article in PC Magazine: 

"They pointed out that, like the frogs, we often fail to react to 

unfavorable but gradual changes in the conditions around us. That 

brings us to the costs of software and hardware upgrades. 

Toward the end of the 1980 's, some vendors began to notice that they 

could increase their revenues if they released new versions of their 

software frequently and pushed them aggressively. Vendors could keep 

their products more competitive and capture a continuous revenue 

stream from users. .... Borland was one of the first software 

vendors to use a strategy of frequent upgrades promoted by direct mail. 

Microsoft has mastered the art on an even grander scale with its DOS 

and Windows upgrades." 3 

With product differentiation, demand is, to some extent, endogenously 

selected by the monopolist seller via the strategic quality introduction sequence, 

3 An article by William F. Zachmann. PC Magazine. February 11. 1992. p. 107. 
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while it is exogenously gIven III the homogeneous product case. Thus, the 

monopolist seller is able to not only discriminate among consumers both 

contemporaneously and intertemporally but also soften or even completely avoid 

the competition from the second-hand market. 

If the durable goods monopolist seller diversifies its product, there are two 

forces that affect its profitability. First, the diversification may positively affect 

the monopolist's profit, because it may help lessen the competition from the 

second-hand market and also may discriminate among consumers more effectively 

by dividing them into distinct income groups. Second, it may harm profitability 

by increasing the competition between quality products which are substitutes, 

even though supply quantities for each are selected jointly, since both markets are 

operated by a single seller. Thus, a firm's incentives are sensitive to this tradeoff. 

Consequently, the most interesting feature of this paper is that both the 

durability problem and product differentiation element are put into a model so 

that the firm may differentiate in two dimensions - in both quality and time 

location. This scenario describes current durable goods industries more precisely 

than previous models do. Furthermore, as will be shown later in this dissertation, 

Bulow's well-known result faces its limit in this model. Thus, this model predicts 

firms' and consumers' behavior and market outcome of durable goods markets in a 

more realistic fashion. Therefore, this dissertation is considered to contribute 

both on theoretical and empirical aspects of durable goods and quality 

differentiation areas. 

In addition to the monopoly market, a duopoly market is studied using a 

sequential entry game. There are two firms - a and b. Firm a is the first mover 

and enters the market first. After entry, firm a chooses a quality introduction 

sequence among three possible strategies - high, low, and both high and low and 
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corresponding quantities. Hence, the strategy space for firm a is the same as that 

for the monopolist seller described above. Firm b observes the market during 

period 1 and decides whether to enter or not in period 2. If b enters, both firms 

simultaneously choose quality and corresponding quantities in period 2. That is, 

firm b has to make entry decision on which market to enter - high quality market, 

low quality market, or both markets. 

The sequential entry game is particularly interesting, because firm a's 

action in period 1 affects firm b's decision on entry and choice of quality, as well 

as firm a's own decision on the choice of quality and quantity in the future. In 

period 1, firm a has an ability to precommit itself on future quality and output 

choices against firm b. However, entry blockage is not a prior constraint and a 

sequential rationality is required in the model. It would be interesting to study 

whether or not the incumbent firm deviates from the optimal strategy of 

monopolist seller, when it faces a potential entry. 

For both the monopoly and the duopoly game, the Subgame Perfect Nash 

Equilibrium (SPNE) in Selten's [24] sense is used to find equilibria. The SPNE is 

a useful equilibrium concept for the purpose of this study, since it eliminates 

non credible precommitment, entry blockage is not a prior constraint, and all 

locations and quantities chosen are once-and-for-all decisions. Hence, all equilibria 

satisfy the Nash equilibrium necessary condition in any properly defined subgame. 

The questions addressed in this dissertation are a) what is the nature of 

consumer demand in a differentiated durable goods market where a product is 

defined in both quality and consumption time location, b) will a durable goods 

monopolist seller diversify its products, c) if it does, which quality product will be 

introduced to the market first - high, low or both high and low and why, d) does a 

monopolist seller adopt any different strategy on quality and quantity decision, 
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when it faces a potential entry in the future, and e) does a monopolist lessor offer 

more than one quality to the market and will it produce more in the future. 

In the next chapter, a brief survey and background on the durable goods 

and product differentiation problems are provided. In chapter III, the nature of 

consumer demand is studied when a commodity is defined in two dimensions, and 

a general model is specified. In chapter IV, a monopolist seller model is 

established and equilibria are found. Chapter V and chapter VI conduct the same 

procedures for a monopolist lessor and a duopoly model respectively. Chapter VII 

will conclude this dissertation. 
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II. A SURVEY 

In this chapter, a brief survey of previous studies on product differentiation 

and durable goods model is given. A model is selected for each area above to 

represent the most comprehensive model, and is synthesized or modified to give a 

smoother connection to the models that will be developed later in this 

dissertation. 

1. Product Differentiation 

Economic theories on various market structures seem to be well developed 

for the homogeneous product case. In conventional Cournot and Bertrand 

competition models, it is implicitly assumed that products are homogeneous. 

Since Hotelling [13], economists have been increasingly recognizing the importance 

of nonprice competition such as advertising, product differentiation, capacity, 

R&D, etc. 

A commodity can be characterized by the following three elements: a) its 

physical characteristics - quality, durability, etc, b) the time location when it is 

consumed, c) the geographic location where it is consumed. For example, a 

durable good is valued distinctively, because of the difference in the consumption 

time location, between the consumers who purchase in period 1 and the ones who 

purchase in period 2, even though the product itself has exactly the same physical 

characteristics and geographical location. On the other hand, when its physical 

characteristics change, a commodity is valued differently again, even though its 

consumption time a.nd geographical location are the same. 

commodities can be differentiated in many different aspects. 

Therefore, 

However, in the existing product differentiation literature, product 

differentiation deals with either horizontal or vertical differentiation. Horizontal 
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differentiation refers to the variations in the geographic location, while vertical 

differentiation is concerned with the variations in the physical characteristic or 

quality itself. As described earlier, the models in this dissertation will deal with 

the third aspect of differentiation - the consumption-time location, as well as 

vertical differentiation. 

Hotelling [13] played a pioneering role in initiating research into product 

differentiation.4 In his location model, two firms compete for location in a linear 

city where consumers are uniformly and continuously distributed. He claims that 

the equilibrium in this duopoly game is such that firms locate back to back of 

each other at the center of the city - the minimal separation principle. The 

Hotelling type location choice model is called the Spatial competition model. 

However, as is well known, prices are exogenously given, the transportation 

cost for consumers is linear in distance, and firms cannot locate on the exactly 

same spot. 5 Therefore, the reaction functions become discontinuous and, 

mathematically speaking, there does not exist any equilibrium in pure strategies. 

Many authors devoted themselves to modifying the structure of the Hotelling type 

game so as to make the reaction function continuous. For example, under 

quadratic transportation cost, the reaction functions are continuous and there 

exists an equilibrium which is the maximal separation rather than minimal 

separation.6 Prescott and Visscher [20] modified the structure of the game in a 

number of different ways. They considered a sequential entry game, and found 

the maximal separation contrary to the Hotelling's minimal separation principle. 7 

4 This is, in fact, a horizontal differentiation model. 

5 Prices are the same for both firms. 

6 See d'Aspremont, Gabszewicz and Thisse [10). 

7 Firms enter simultaneously in Hotelling's model. 
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They also examined competition in both price and location, and again found the 

maximal separation. However, their second model specifies the value function of 

consumers in a different way than in Hotelling. Their value function pertained 

more to vertical than horizontal differentiation. 

In horizontal differentiation, products are identical except in their 

geographical location, and hence consumers care only about the transportation 

cost which will determine the market share of each firm. On the other hand, in 

the model of vertical differentiation, products are different in the physical 

characteristics per se and consumers agree on the ordering of various qualities. 

However, consumers have distinct taste parameters due to, e.g., Income 

disparities. For example, both rich and poor consumers agree that the brand A 

has higher quality than the brand B does, but rich consumers value the brand A 

more highly than do poor consumers. 

Consequently, there is a clear distinction in the value function between the 

vertical and horizontal differentiation models. It is not so surprising that most 

models of vertical differentiation predict maximal separation, in contrast to the 

Hotelling's minimal separation.8 

In the context of Hotelling, as a firm gets closer to the location of a 

competitor, it can expand its market share, but price competition becomes more 

intense because of the smaller interval between two firms. On the contrary, as a 

firm moves further from the competitor, price competition diminishes, but 

demand shrinks. There is a tradeoff between the demand and the intensity of 

price competition. Therefore, in spatial competition, each firm maximizes its 

profit considering this tradeoff, and the equilibrium is sensitive to the specification 

8 Except the sequential entry model by Shaked and Sutton [26] and quadratic transportation cost 

model by d'Aspremont, et al [10]. 
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of transportation cost. This is how d'Aspremont, Gabszewicz and Thisse [10], in a 

model in which transportation cost is quadratic, found maximal separation. 

Relatively much less effort has been put on the vertical differentiation than 

on the horizontal differentiation area. Gabszewicz and Thisse [10] studied a 

vertically differentiated oligopoly market, and found a finite limit to the number 

of firms the market can support. However, in their model, the location of firms is 

exogenously given, price is the only tool for competition, and production cost is 

identically zero.9 

In the models of product differentiation, as in many other economic 

models, results are extremely sensitive to the specification of cost conditions. 

Shaked and Sutton [25] [26] also confirm that there exists an upper bound in the 

number of firms supported by the market. They claim that the finiteness 

property comes not only from the fixed cost, but also from the price competition 

itself. In other words, even when the fixed cost is zero, the finiteness of the 

market itself may limit the number of firms which have a positive market share 

and can charge a price above average cost. 

In some models (Hotelling [13]; Gal-Or [12]), the relocation cost is zero and 

is substantial in some other models (Shaked and Sutton [26]; Lane [16]; Prescott 

and Visscher [20]) In most models (Hotelling [13]; Gal-Or [12]; Shaked and Sutton 

[25][26]; Prescott and Visscher [20]; Gabszewicz and Thisse [10] and many more), 

each firm is required to choose only one brand, since they assume the 

diversification cost is substantial. In the model by Gal-Or [12], firms may 

diversify. She claims that additional fixed cost due to the diversification may 

hinder a firm's incentive to diversify, while other authors merely assert that firms 

9 There is no cost variance in the production of various qualities. 
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do not diversify due to the substantial cost. 

In fact, it seems more reasonable to assume that actual diversification cost 

is endogenously determined by cost conditions. When products are differentiated, 

the production will not be totally exclusive. For example, the additional cost of 

producing a 25 inch TV will be in fact much lower for the firm which already 

produces 20 inch TV's than for the firm which never has produced TV's before. 

In the extreme case, high technology due to high accumulated technical 

experience may even reduce the marginal cost for the high quality product. 

However, it is not clear whether a firm will diversify its products or not. 

Hence, diversification should be endogenous to the specification of cost conditions, 

rather than preordained. Empirically it is also true that in some markets firms 

specialize in one product, but in other markets firms do diversify. We assume 

that technology is cumulative and hence production costs decline over time and 

the speed of cost reduction is exogenously given by the industry. 

In Gabszewicz and Thisse [10], there is no production cost at all, and hence 

both fixed and variable cost do not change as quality changes. In Lane [16], both 

fixed and variable cost are positive, but independent of the quality levels. In 

Prescott and Visscher [20], variable cost is an increasing function of quality, but 

fixed cost is independent of quality. In other models (Gal-Or [11][12]; Mussa and 

Rosen [19]), there is no fixed cost, while variable cost rises with the quality. 

The diversification problem seems to be a crucial strategic factor to 

determine equilibria under some market structures. For example, it is not clear 

whether a durable goods monopolist seller diversifies under the threat of potential 

entry, while it would not have done so, when there was no threat. Heuristically 

speaking, when products are completely durable, the incumbent firm may 

diversify to leave little residual demand for the potential entrant in period 2. 
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However, sequential rationality prohibits any hurt-myself strategy and 

hence entry blockage is not a prior constraint. Thus, the above issue is still not 

clear. It is hard to find monopoly or oligopoly firms who produce a single brand. 

Details will be discussed in the next chapters. At this moment, a simple vertical 

differentiation model is considered, similar to a model in Tirole [35], as a basis for 

the models developed in this dissertation. 

Suppose there are two firms, and firm 1 produces the products of quality III 

and sells at the price P" while firm 2 produces Ilh at Ph. Consumers are uniformly 

and continuously distributed along the linear city starting from the lowest taste 

parameter, 0, to the highest taste parameter, 1. All consumers agree on the 

ordering of the quality (llh>IlI)' but differ in their taste parameters. Assume that 

a consumer with higher taste parameter values higher quality product (Ilh) more 

than does a consumer with lower task parameter, and hence has higher 

willingness to pay. Therefore, the consumer surplus function is defined such that 

S = (J1l- p, where (J is the taste parameter. Given Ilh > Ill' there exists a marginal 

consumer, 0, who is indifferent between two qualities. Then, it should hold: 

Also, low quality consumers require that their utility is nonnegative, (Jil, 2:: P,. 

Thus, (J 2:: ~:. The demand function for each quality product will be: 

The profit functions, assuming zero production cost, are written as: 

Differentiating in terms of prices, we get: 
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From above, we have: 

1l1(llh - Ill) 21lh (Ilh - Ill) 
P, = 41lh - Ill' Ph = 41lh - III 

Il - Illllh(llh - Ill) Il _ 41l~(llh - Il,) 
1- 2' 2- 2 

(41lh - Ill) (41lh - Ill) 

Hence, it is easily shown that profit for the firm that produces the high quality is 

higher. Furthermore, profits are positive for both firms, while profits were zero 

for both firms in the horizontal differentiation model earlier. 

2. Durability 

Coase [6] raised a question: Does the durability of a product affect the 

monopoly behavior in a market? The answer seems to be yes. He argued that the 

monopoly seller who produces durable goods cannot retain its full monopoly 

power, because consumers' future price expectations depend continuously on the 

current stock of the products, not the current production level, and the monopoly 

seller cannot prevent the resale of the products which are already sold. If the 

time horizon is infinite and continuous, as Coase claimed, the competitive 

outcome will occur "in the twinkling of an eye". 

Outputs previously sold increase the current stock and rational consumers 

immediately foresee that there will be additional production in the future as long 

as prices are above marginal cost, and hence price will go down in the future. 

Once products are sold, the property right belongs to the buyer and thus the seller 

cannot prevent resale. 

Thus, one-period myopIC profit maximizing output, such that marginal 

revenue equals marginal cost, will not be an optimal for the monopolist seller, 

since it cannot convince rational consumers of no further production in the future. 
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Hence, given the nature of the consumer behavior mentioned above, the monopoly 

seller chooses the output path in a dynamically consistent way so as to maximize 

the overall profit over time. Then, even though the monopoly profit will not be as 

high as the nondurable goods monopoly seller, profit is still above the normal 

profit as long as time horizon is finite and offers are made at discrete intervals. 

There are several antitrust cases regarding durability problems such as 

Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA), United Shoe Machinery, IBM, Xerox. 

All these cases are roughly categorized into the following - a) the second-hand 

market (recycling) problem, b) sales v. rental agreement (precommitment 

problem). The case of ALCOA is included in the first problem, while the United 

Shoe case is in the second category. 

Judge Learned Hand excluded the second-hand market from the calculation 

of ALCOA's market share, because he believed ALCOA behaved like the 

monopoly described above. Even though ALCOA was solving a constrained 

optimization problem and was not as bad as a nondurable goods monopoly seller 

in the welfare context, it was still guilty under the antitrust law. 

On the other hand, the monopolist lessor can prevent resale, because the 

property right of leased products belongs to the leasing firm, not the consumers. 

Hence, in the rental case, the second-hand market problem disappears. The 

monopoly lessor will produce only once in the first period such that marginal 

revenue equals marginal cost, and rents the same output over time. This behavior 

is consistent with consumers' reactions. Thus, Bulow [5] showed an analogy 

between durable goods monopoly lessor and nondurable goods monopolist seller. 

Therefore, in some judicial cases such· as United Shoe, one of the consent decrees 

was the requirement of sales. 

Bulow [5] formalized Coase's intuition using two period models. Stokey 
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[31] also formalized this problem using both continuous and discrete time horizon 

model, and concluded that the dynamically consistent output path was sensitive 

to the time horizon and, as Coase claimed, the competitive outcome occurred 

when the time horizon was infinite and continuous. However, as long as the time 

horizon is discontinuous or finite, a competitive outcome does not occur in the 

first period as Coase's intuition implies. 

Both Barro [3] and Swan [33] claimed that the choice of durability was 

independent of the market structure. A monopolist seller will choose the same 

durability as the competitive firms do under some assumptions such as a constant 

returns to scale. Schmalensee [22] confirmed Swan's independence result. 

However, there seems to be a confusion between quality and durability. If the 

durability is defined to be the quality, the model has to be dynamic to deal with 

elements such as recycling, carry-over features, etc. However, in some models 

such as Gal-Or [11][12], one period models are used to analyze durability choice 

games. 

Bucovetsky and Chilton [4] studied the durable goods monopoly behavior 

under a potential entry. They showed that there exists an optimal combination of 

sales and rentals, and argued that the requirement of sales might not increase 

consumer surplus, but rather, might serve as an entry barrier. Thus, the 

requirement of sales may not improve welfare. 

Among the numerous studies on the durability problem, Bulow's [5] model 

seems to be the most useful and tractable for purposes of this study. His two 

period model captures important elements of price and quantity dynamics of 

durable goods without unduly complicating the mathematics. However, in his 

paper, he tried to explain the nature of durable goods he wanted to assume. He 

used an example of a baby carriage. A baby carriage is physically durable, but 
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once a baby has grown up, its parents do not get any utility out of it and hence 

will resell it to the next generation of consumers who may be newly married 

couples. 

He also restricted the one-period rental demand to be constant in each 

period. In other words, he assumes that the number of baby carriage owners who 

want to resell is the same as the number of new consumer who demand it for the 

first time, if the price is constant. This assumption seems to be quite artificial. 

Furthermore, most durable goods do not have the feature of a baby carriage which 

Bulow described. In fact, most durable goods such as home appliances, 

electronics, computers, production machines, may generate utility over time for 

the original buyer. As will be shown later, there is no need to distinguish between 

the two cases above. 

Both specifications of consumer utility will generate the same demand 

function, since a marginal consumer's willingness to pay will be exactly the same 

in both cases. Therefore, in the model developed below, we assume the total 

market demand is fixed (the real line between 0 and 1), and the resale decision by 

a consumer is according to its incentive self-selection, since the unit generates the 

same utility over time. A modified Bulow's model is illustrated below. In 

Bulow's model, consumer demand is exogenously given and one-period rental 

demand is the same for both periods. 

In the model below, a commodity is defined both in quality characteristics 

and consumption time location, but only a single quality is offered to the market 

to capture Bulow's spirit. Thus, each consumer is allowed to buy, not to buy, or 

resell after purchase according to its incentive so that consumer demand is 

endogenously self-selected by consumers, rather than exogenously given by the 

model. 
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Assume that consumers' demand is for the service of the product. Assume 

further that there are two periods, and a single quality is offered to the market. 

Average production cost per unit is assumed to be constant as production varies 

and increases quadratically with the quality of the product. Also there is no 

discount factor, no potential entry, and commodities are perfectly divisible. The 

following will be used without further explanation. 

() == taste parameter of consumer, () E [0,1] 

p. == the quality of the product, J1. E [0,1] 

Pt == price of the product in period t, t = 1,2 

qt == new production level in period t, t = 1,2 

Consumers' taste parameters are continuously and uniformly distributed along a 

linear city between ° and 1. Each consumer has its taste parameter, (). The 

consumers who have high taste parameters value the product more highly than 

the consumers who have low taste parameters. Similarly to Mussa and Rosen 

[19], consumer surplus is defined as: 

5((),p.) = ()p.- p, (),p. E [0,1] 

Each consumer's strategy is to purchase or not and when to purchase, if a 

purchase is made. There are four possible strategies for each consumer as follows: 

option 1: buy in period 1 and hold; 51 = 2()p.- PI 

option 2: buy later in period 2; 52 = (}p.- P2 

option 3: buy in period 1 and resell it in period 2; 53 = ()p.- PI + P2 

option 4: do not buy at all; 54 = ° 
However, it is true that 51 - 53 = ()p.- P2 ~ 0, V () ~ r;J. Hence, a consumer will not 

take option 3 as its optimal strategy, unless the consumer's marginal valuation is 

so small that the consumer would be unwilling to purchase in period 2 at all. 
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There exists a marginal consumer, 8, who is indiffercut between option 1 and 2. 

Then, it should hold that: 

SI - S2 = 8p.- PI + P2 = 0, therefore, 8 = PI ; P2 

It is easily shown that consumers who take option 1 are the highest taste

parametered consumers, option 2 the second highest, and option 4 the lowest. 

Therefore, the lower limit of the option 2 consumer group is found such that 

~ ~ ~ 

S2 - S4 = Op. - P2 = 0, therefore, 0 = II 
Thus, we get the market share for each option and hence the demand functions 

are as fo11O'\v5 (given PI 2': P2): 

_ 1 PI - P2 
qI - - P. 

The inverse demand functions are derived as: 

As mentioned, the average production cost quadratically increases with the 

quality of the product. Assume that technological progress is cumulative in these 

industries and hence average production costs decline over time. Production cost 

is specified as: TC t = "l- 1 . p.2 • {3 • qt , 'V t = 1,2, where 7 E (0,1], {3 E [0,1], {3 is the 

marginal cost parameter, and 7 refers to the speed of technology a.dvancement. 

The smaller 7 is, the faster technology is accumulating and hence the faster the 

production cost declines over time. However, in period 1, there is no 

accumulation in technology, and hence, TC I = {3p.2· ql . In period 2, production 

cost mayor may not be declining depending on the nature of an industry. In 

many durable goods markets such as electronics and home appliances, the speed of 

technology is substantial, while the speed is relatively slower in some other 

markets. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that 7 E (0,1] and the value of 7 is 

exogenously given by the industry. 
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Given the scenario above, which is modified from Bulow's, let us find the 

equilibria in the nondifferentiated durable goods monopolist seller and 

non differentiated durable goods monopolist lessor markets. To capture the notion 

of subgame perfection, the monopolist seller's optimization problem is solved by 

backward induction. Thus, let us hold qt constant at qt. Then, the monopolist 

seller solves the following problem in period 2. 

The first-order condition is: 

Thus, all price and quantity variables are now represented in terms of quantity in 

period 1, ql. 

31l ,1l2 
Pt(qt)=T(1-qt)+T,8 , 

Now, the seller's profit function is represented in terms of qt. 

The first-order condition is: 

d n 2 51l h £ 2 2p. 
dql = Il-Il (1-,),8 -2'11 = 0, t ere ore, ql = 5-5 (1-,),8 

Thus, we get the following solution. 

2 21l 3 Il 
qt = 5 - 5 (1 -,),8, q2 = 10 + 10 (2 -7,),8, 

91l 11
2 

31l 11
2 

PI = 10 + 10 (6-,),8, P2 = 10 + 10 (2+3,),8 

n - 91l _1l2(16-41,) a 1l3(4-8,+9,2) a 2 
- 20 50 I-' + 20 I-' 

(1) 

As a limiting case, if ,=1 (no technology accumulation over time), then 

q _2 3 Ila 
t - 5' q2 = 10 - '2 1-', 
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Now let us consider a monopoly rental market. A major distinction between a 

seller and a lessor is that the property rights of leased durable goods belong to the 

lessor, while those of sold items belong to the consumers. Thus, a monopolist 

lessor does not face competition from the second-hand market, simply because the 

second-hand market does not exist in rental markets. In a monopolist lessor's 

market, each consumer has the following four strategies. 

Option 1: do not rent for any period; SI = 0 

Option 2: rent in period 1; S2 = (J/l - PI 

Option 3: rent in period 2; S3 = OIL - P2 

Option 4: rent for both period 1 and 2; S4 = 2(J/l - PI - P2 

Therefore, it is immediately seen that option 2 will not be an optimal strategy for 

any consumer, and option 3 exists only if PI> P2' The optimal strategy for a 

consumer with a taste parameter, (J, is the following. 

a) Rent for both periods, if 1 :2: (J :2: ~1 

b) Rent only in period 2, if ~1 > (J :2: ~2 

c) Do not rent at all, if ~ > (J :2: 0 

Therefore, the rental demands in each period are: 

10 In fact, the 'Y = 1 case is closer to the original Bulow's model. But, a more general solution such as 

(1) above is more flexible to predict distinct environments of various durable goods industries. Furthermore, 

Bulow's model is included in this model as a limiting case. 



Then, the inverse demand in each period is: 

Therefore, a monopolist lessor solves the following problem. 

Max n = [1'(1 - ql) - .8p2] ql + p(l- ql - q2) (ql + q2) - IfJp2. q2 

~ n = 21'- 2pq2 - 4pql - fJ • 1'2 = 0 
uql 

on 2 
~ = P-2J.lql-2pq2-IfJp = 0 
uQ2 

Solving two equations above, we get the following solution. 

Therefore, production quantities depend on the value of fJ. 
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(2) 

a. if 1 ~ 1 >!, a corner solution occurs such that Q2 = o. Then, the first-order 

condition is: 

o = 2p - 4p . Ql - p2 . .8 -+ Ql = ! -~ . fJ 

Thus, we have 

(3) 

b. if ! ~ 1 > 0, an interior solution occurs and hence the solutions are the same as 

in (2). 

Ql=! -~(l-/)·.8, 

p p2 
PI = 2+2(1- 1)·.8, 

(4) 

Therefore, if the speed of technological advancement is relatively slow (1 ~ 1 > !), 
then a durable goods monopolist lessor produces output only once in period 1 and 
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leases the same output over two periods. The monopolist lessor can make a 

credible precommitment to lessees such that there will be no further production in 

the future and hence rental price will not fall in the future. This equilibrium is 

sequentially rational for lessor and compatible with lessees incentives. Thus, a 

monopolist lessor has an ability to make a credible precommitment to a future 

output path and hence price, while, as shown, a monopolist seller cannot 

precommit. However, when the speed becomes faster (! ~ 'Y > 0), then a 

monopolist lessor has an incentive to produce more in period 2, contrary to 

Bulow's result. In that event, the rental price in period 2 will be lower than that 

in period 1. But a monopolist lessor is still able to rent some outputs during 

period 1 to consumers who place a high valuation on the product. 
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III. CONSUMER DEMAND 

In this chapter, we investigate the incentive structure of the consumers, 

when a commodity is defined in two dimensions - a) its quality characteristic, b) 

its consumption time location. In the previous chapter, we already have shown 

how consumer's demand is derived when products are durable or differentiated 

into distinct qualities. Unfortunately, no research has been conducted for two

dimensional consumer demand which takes into account both durability and 

quality differentiation. Furthermore, most durable goods sellers differentiate their 

products into a spectrum of various quality levels. Therefore, it would be a 

natural research evolution to study this problem. 

Let us make some assumptions. Products are completely durable, and 

there is no discounting factor. There are two periods and two quality levels 

available, high and low, which are given by the technological environment of the 

industry. Quality is confined to a single dimension and is perfectly observable. 

Each consumer is characterized by its taste parameter, 0, and may hold a single 

unit in a period, but cannot own more than one unit within a period. That is, if a 

consumer who purchases a unit in period 1 wants to purchase another quality unit 

in period 2, he or she has to resell the old unit first to purchase another unit. 

Consumers are continuously and uniformly distributed along the linear city, 

starting from the lowest taste parameter, 0, to the highest, 1. The following will 

be used hereafter without further explanation. 

o == taste parameter of consumer, 0 E [0,1] 

Ilk == quality of the product, k E {/,h}, Ilh > III and Ill,llh E [0,1] 

qf == net production quantity of the product with quality Ilk in period t, t = 1,2 

pf == price of the product with quality Ilk in period t, t = 1,2 

For example, q{ means the output of low quality good (Ill) produced in period 1, 
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and q~ is the output of low quality good (Ill) produced in period 2. q~ means the 

output of high quality good produced in period 2. A consumer's utility of 

purchasing a product of quality, Ilk' is assumed to be its taste pa.rameter times the 

quality of the product times the length of consumption period. Hence, one-period 

utility is specified as B· Ilk which has a form of Cobb-Douglas function. If a 

consumer purchases Ilk in period 1 and holds it until the end of period 2, its utility 

will be twice the one-period utility, 20· Ilk. If another consumer purchases Ilk in 

period 1 and resells it in period 2, its utility is the same as one-period utility, 

B· Ilk' since this consumer actually gets utility for only one period. If one 

purchases Ilk in period 1, and resells it and purchases Ilj in period 2, then its 

utility is B(llk + Ilj). Therefore, a consumer's sum of surplus over two periods is 

written as: 

S(k I B, p~) = a) [f] Bilk - p~, if Ilk is purchased in period t and held 

b) Bilk - p~ + p~ + 0llj - p~, if Ilk is purchased in period 1, and is 
resold and Ilj is purchased in period 2 

c) 0, if no purchase is made, 'Vt=1,2, jji:kandj,kE{I,h} (5) 

The utility function defined above was modified from the utility function used by 

many authors in vertical differentiation area such as Musa and Rosen [19], 

Gabszewicz and Thisse [10], and Shaked and Sutton [25][26]. The only difference 

between ours and theirs is that our utility function captures the dynamics of 

consumption time location, while theirs are static ones. 

This form of the utility function simplifies the solution without sacrificing 

the essence of consumer psychology in vertically differentiated markets. Utility 

monotonically increases with the quality of the product, taste parameter, and the 

length of consumption period. For example, if a consumer values VCR's very 

highly ( i.e., this person has a quite high taste parameter), then this consumer 
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will get higher utility out of consuming a unit of VCR than a person who has 

lower valuation on VCR's. Thus, a consumer who has high taste parameter gets 

higher utility out of consu.ming a product than the other consumer who has lower 

taste parameter, even though the commodities have identical quality 

characteristics and are purchased in the same period. 

Suppose that there are two consumers who have identical taste parameters. 

One consumer purchases A brand VCR and the other purchases B brand, which is 

agreed to have higher quality. Then, ignoring prices they pay, the consumer who 

. purchases higher quality VCR gets higher utility of course. Hence, utility 

monotonically increases with the quality of the product. Utility increases linearly 

with the length of consumption period. Suppose that two consumers have 

identical taste parameter. Consumer A purchases a VCR in period 1 and 

consumer B purchases the same model VCR in period 2. Then, since commodities 

are assumed to be completely durable and consumers do not discount future 

values, consumer A can enjoy the VCR for one additional period than consumer B 

does, even though two consumers purchase the same commodity and have the 

identical taste parameter. 

Utility monotonically mcreases with quality, taste parameter, and 

consumption time length, but price may increase with these variables also. 

Hence, as the quality and/or the length of consumption period increases, the net 

effect on consumer surplus is not obvious and is determined by the sensitivity of 

price over quality and price over consumption time location. Therefore, the net 

effect on surplus is ambiguous. Each consumer's strategy is to decide what to buy 

and when to buy, and its goal is to maximize surplus given its taste parameter, 

qualities of the products, posted prices of each good, and expected future prices of 

each good. This is one of the essential problems investigated in this dissertation. 
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As shown before, commodities are valued distinctively according to quality 

characteristics, taste parameter, and consumption time locations. In this model, 

there are two periods and two quality levels. Hence, there can be a maximum of 

four different goods available in the market - qi, q~, q~, q~. A consumer's problem 

is the choice of the quality of the product and the time to buy, given its taste 

parameter and the price of four goods. 

A consumer's strategy is whether to purchase or not, which quality is to be 

purchased if a purchase is made, and when to purchase. However, a consumer can 

always resell the unit or resell the old unit and purchase another quality unit, as 

long as the consumer does not hold more than one unit in a given period. A 

consumer's choices may be described by what the consumer decides to hold in 

each period. A consumer's holdings in each period belongs to the set, {t/I,L,H}. t/I 

refers to the consumer's decision not to hold any, L to hold the low quality 

product, and H to hold the high quality in that period. 

The notation {t/I }-+{ L} means that a consumer holds nothing in period 1 and 

a low quality good in period 2. That is, a consumer purchases low quality (PI) in 

period 2, while he does not purchase any during period 1. If {L}-+{H} is used, 

then this consumer purchases low quality in period 1, and resells it and purchases 

high quality (Ph) in period 2. In each period, each consumer has these three 

possible holdings and chooses one according to its incentives. 

The price to quality ratio will significantly affect a consumer's incentives 

and hence their purchase decisions. Let us investigate demand structures by 

assigning each consumer to the best response among all possible choices available. 

For the notion of sequential rationality, a consumer's optimal strategy should be 

considered by the backward induction method, and the optimal strategies will be 

different among distinct taste parameter consumers, given the prices for each 
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goods offered and qualities given by the seller. 

For a SPNE in a multiperiod game, it is always necessary that the last 

period equilibrium strategies should be a one-period Nash equilibrium. However, 

when we observe a one-period Nash equilibrium strategy for a consumer in period 

2, its precedent equilibrium strategy in period 1 ca.n be any strategy in strategy 

set. If a consumer selects H in period 2, its precedent strategy in period 1 can be 

any strategy from the set, {¢,L,H}. 

For example, suppose that for a particular consumer, the optimal strategy 

combination is {H}-+{H}. That is, this consumer holds high quality goods during 

both period 1 and 2. In another word, this consumer buys high quality in period 1 

and holds until period 2 - Buy-and-Hold strategy. If {L}-+{H}, a consumer buys 

the low quality product in period 2, and resells it and buys the high quality in 

period 2 - Buy-and-Update strategy. If {¢}-+{H}, a consumer buys the high quality 

later in period 2 - Buy-Later strategy. There are three possible strategies in each 

period and this is a two-period model. Thus, there exist 9 possible strategy 

combinations for each consumer and its corresponding consumer surplus is the 

following: 

Option 1: {¢}-+{¢}; Buy-Nothing strategy; S1 = 0 

Option 2: {¢}-+{L}j Buy-Later strategy for the low qualityj S2 = OJ1.I- p~ 

Option 3: {¢}-+{H}j Buy-Later strategy for the high qualitYj S3 = OJ1.h - p~ 

Option 4: {L }-+{ ¢}j Buy-and-Resell strategy for the low quality; S4 = OJ1.I- pi + p~ 

Option 5: {L}-+{L}j Buy-and-Hold strategy for the low qualityj S5 = 20J1.1- pi 

Option 6: {L}-+{H}; Buy-and-Update strategy from low to high quality; 

S6 = (PI + J1.h)O - pi + p~ - p~ 
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Option 7: {H}--+{ ¢}j Buy-and-Resell strategy for the high qualitYj 

Option 8: {H}--+{L}j Buy-and-Update strategy from high to low qualitYj 

Option 9: {H}--+{H}j Buy-and-Hold strategy for the high qualitYj 8 9 = 2BIlh - pf 

PROPOSITION 1 

Consumers never buy a quality good, Ilk' in period 1 and resell it and buy nothing 

in period 2. That is, a "Buy-and-Resell" strategy would not be observed for both 

low and high qualities. 

o See the appendix. 

A consumer resells a good in period 2, only if the resale price exceeds its one

period utility, B· Ilk' That is, a consumer resells in period 2, only if p~;::: B· Ilk or 
k k 

B ~ ~!. But consumers whose taste parameters are less than ~!, cannot afford that 

good in period 1. Therefore, Buy-and-Resell strategy will not be optimal for any 

consumer. Hence, option 4 and 7 are eliminated from the optimal strategy for any 

consumer. 

PROPOSITION 2 

In a differentiated durable goods market, consumers never update the products 

they purchase, unless the product updated is of higher quality than the old one they 

purchased before. That is, a consumer will not resell the old model and purchase a 

new model, if the quality of new model is lower than or equal to that of old one. 

o See the appendix. 

By proposition 2, option 8, {H}--+{L}, will not be an optimal strategy for any 
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consumer. Hence, we need to consider only 6 other options as candidates for the 

optimal strategy. Given a strategy in period 2, a consumer's strategy in period 1 

can be anyone from the set, {¢, L, H}. By the notion of sub game perfection, the 

SPNE path is considered using backward induction. Therefore, let us first 

consider consumers' equilibrium strategy in period 2. 

p~ 

s 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

slope =.,).1., 
I 

i 
o r---------~~----~------~------~i------~8 P:_ p~ 1 

.,).1.,. -.,).1., 

p 

Figure 1. Consumer Surplus Functions in Period 2 

S is consumer surplus and P is the price. Two linear functions shown on the 

figure above show consumer surplus of holding a low quality product and that of 

holding a high quality product respectively. The lower boundary of taste 

parameter for consumers who hold low quality III period 2 is found such that: 

I 
- I - P2 o III - P2 = 0 ... 0 = Il( 
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Hence, if a consumer has its taste parameter less than ~~, this consumer's surplus 

of holding either a low quality or a high quality product is negative. Therefore, 

this consumer will not hold any. There exists a marginal consumer, 8, who is 

indifferent between low quality and high quality in period 2. 

should hold for a marginal consumer with the taste parameter, 8, that 

h I 
~ I (~ h ~ P2 - P2 

(OJ1.1- P2) = ()J1.h - P2) -+ 0 = J1.h J1.1 

Then, it 

h I 
Two surplus functions intersect at () = ~~ - ~~. Thus, consumers who have taste 

h I 
parameter less than ~~ - ~~ (left side of the intersection point), will find it optimal 

to hold a low quality product, and consumers to the right side of the intersection 

will hold a high quality product. Therefore, consumers' optimal strategies in 

period 2 are: 

I 
a) {¢}, ifo < () < P2 

J1.1 

I h I 
b) {L}, ·f P2 o < P2 - P2 1-< J1.1 - J1.h J1.1 

c) {H}, 

{fI} 

k' 

I 

o 

h I 
if P2 - P2 

J1.h J1.1 

'* 

A 

< () $ 1 

{L} {H} 

* 

B 

Figure 2. The Market Segments in Period 2 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

, f) 
1 

pi h I 
where A = J1.~, B = ~~ - ~~. Without further explanation hereafter, the higher box 

indicates high quality holdings for consumers and the lower box indicates low 

quality holdings. 
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Consider the following Lemma which explains the pnce to quality 

relationships between distinct qualities within a period and the same 

quality goods in distinct time locations. 

LEMMA 1 

If the quantity demanded of the low quality good is nonnegative within a period 

(due to nonnegativity of quantity), then (a) the price to quality ratio for the high 

quality good is greater than or equal to that for the low quality good within the 
h I 

period - ~~ ~ ~~ , 'Vt = 1,2, (b) for the same quality products, consumer's marginal 

willingness to pay and utility increases with the length of consumption period. 

Hence, price to quality ratio for earlier purchased products (longer consumption 

period) is greater than or equal to that for later purchased product (shorter 

t . . d' 1 pf p~ {} consump wn perw '/ - -2 > J1.k' 'V k = h, I . 
J1.k 

o See the Appendix. 

Lemma 1 corresponds with phenomena observed in many real durable 

goods markets. Suppose that brand A computer has 50% more quality than does 

the brand B computer, the price of brand A tends to be equal to or more than 

50% higher than that of brand B and still enjoys a positive market share. That is, 

consumers have to pay much higher price for a little higher quality. Also, 

consumers have to pay much higher price for the same quality good, if they 

cannot wait until the future when price falls and hence purchase now. 

When camcorder was first introduced to the market, the price was so high 

that only a few consumers could purchase it. However, that model probably does 

not exist these days and if it exists, price will be only a small fraction of the 

original price. The reason is not only because production cost drops due to mass 

production and technological advancement but because the price to quality ratio 
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falls due to the introduction of many models of higher quality. It is not difficult 

to find similar phenomena in markets such as automobiles, home appliances, 

personal computers, and many more. 

It is commonly observed that when a model is first introduced to the 

market, its price is quite high, but after a new model is introduced, price drops 

dramatically for the old model and consumers have to pay a much higher price to 

get a little better quality product. When IBM first introduced the AT class PC, 

its price was quite high and the price of the XT dropped tremendously. Similarly, 

the price of AT has dropped dramatically due to the introduction of the 386 and 

486 class PC's. Hence, price is very sensitive to quality change and consumption 

time location. In relation to Lemma 1, here is an interesting article by Michael 

Comendul in the computer magazine, Portable Office. It reads: 

" In fact, the list of price-cutters includes every maker of laptops in my 

recollection. That computer pricing tends to fall even as computing 

performance increases is not a novel observation, but what seems odd 

is how rapidly and dramatically these prices are falling. The net 

result of this is better values for the computer buyer. But there are 

costs as well. ...... Other indicators that prices will continue to 

topple on SX notebooks are the industry's fascination with color 

notebooks. ..... Such technical innovation is bound to increase the 

pressure on the price of a standard 20MHZ monochrome notebook. 

. .. This market place is changing all the time." 11 

In relation to Lemma 1, here is another interesting article appeared in Computer 

11 "Some Pros and Cons of Street Pricing" by Michael Comendul in Portable Office, p.lO, January 

1992. 



Monthly magazine. 

"Thumb through the pages of this very magazine, and you'll find 

literally dozens of companies advertising 386SX notebook computers 

with 2MB or more of RAM and a 40MB hard drive disk, all priced 

near or below $2,000 mark. That's less than I paid for my first MS

DOS desktop PC - a 64 OK, dual-floppy, 8088 - based system, sans 

monitor - less than a decade ago. And you can expect these already 

impressive prices to drop further still, as newer and even more 

advanced portable technology flows into the consumer pipeline. " 12 
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Even though we know consumers' optimal strategies and hence market 

shares for each quality good in period 2, we do not know what their precedent 

strategies in period 1. When we observe an action of a consumer in period 2, its 

precedent strategy in period 1 can be any strategy out of {¢, L, H} with an 

exception, Buy-and-Resell strategy and Buy-and- Update strategy from high to low 

quality as shown in propositions 1 and 2. Thus, we need to study consumers' 

incentives during period 1, given the strategy in period 2, to find the sequentially 

rational strategy combination. 

As shown earlier, when we observe an optimal strategy of a consumer in 

period 2, its precedent strategy in period 1 can come from more than one strategy 

- ¢, L, H. The possible strategy combinations are:13 

{¢}-+{¢} 

{¢}-+{L} 

{L}-+{L} 

{L}-+{H} 

{H}-+{H} 

12 "The Portable PC" by Jack Nimersheirn in Computer Monthly, April, 1992. 

13 We already have eliminated options 4, 7, and 8 from possible equilibrium strategy. Hence, 

remaining 6 options are shown here. 
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{¢}-t{H} 

When we observe the strategy, ¢ (hold-nothing), there is only one possible 

precedent strategy in period 1 - ¢. But when we observe L as an optimal strategy 

in period 2, its precedent strategy can come from two distinct strategies, ¢ or L. 

When we observe H, its precedent strategy can be ¢, L, or H. Therefore, it is not 

simple to identify the market shares in period 1. We need to compare all possible 

options for a consumer in period 1 including Buy-and-Update, Buy-and-Hold, and 

Buy-Later strategy, given its optimal strategy in period 2. 

Suppose that a consumer holds high quality good in period 2. In this case, 

the possible strategy combinations are {¢}-t{H}, {L}-t{H}, and {H}-t{H} which 

represent respectively Buy-Later strategy (option 3), Buy-and-Update strategy 

(option 6), and Buy-and-Hold strategy (option 9). It is obvious, among consumers 

who hold high quality good in period 2, that consumers who adopt Buy-and-Hold 

strategy have the highest taste parameter, consumers who adopt Buy-and-Update 

strategy have the second highest, and consumers who adopt Buy-Later strategy 

have the lowest taste parameter. 

On the other hand, consumers who adopt Buy-and-Hold strategy for low 

quality (option 5) also hold low quality in period 1. Therefore, both consumers 

who adopt Buy-and-Hold strategy for low quality (option 5) and consumers who 

adopt Buy-and-Update strategy (option 6), will hold low quality in period 1. 

However, it is not clear whether consumers who adopt Buy-and-Update strategy 

from low to high quality (option 6) has higher taste parameter than consumers 

who adopt Buy-and-Hold strategy for low quality (option 5) or vice versa, and 

that will depend on the relative prices of each good offered by the seller. 

Hence, consumers who adopt Buy-Later strategy (option 3) holds none, 

consumers who adopt Buy-and-Update strategy (option 6) holds low quality good, 
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and consumers who adopt Buy-and-Hold strategy (option 9) holds high quality 

good in period 1, while all these consumers hold high quality in period 2. Using 

the consumer options illustrated before, let us compare consumer surpluses for 

some cases. 

h I 

86 - 85 = ()(Ilh - Ill) - pf + p~ ~ 0, if () ~ ~~ - ~~ 

8 5 ()( ) I h hi> 0 }·f () ~ (pf - p~) - (pi - p~) 
9 - 6 = Ilh - III + p} - p} + P2 - P2 - , Ilh III 

I I 
if () > p} - P2 

- III 

I I 
5 5 () II pi + pi > 0 }·f () < PI - P2 

2 - 5 = - ,-1 - 2 I -, - III 

h I 

53 - 52 = ()(Ilh - Ill) - p~ + p~ ~ 0, if () ~ ~~ - ~~ 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

From (9) and (13), it is obvious that any consumer who has its taste 
h I 

parameter less than ~~ - ~~ will not hold a high quality good in period 2. This 

result is consistent with (7) and (8) in which one-period equilibrium consumer 

strategies are shown for period 2. As shown in proposition 2, since consumers 

never update the quality of the product from high to low quality, any consumer 
h I 

who has its taste parameter less than ~~ - ~~ will not hold high quality in period 1. 

(10) shows the taste parameter of a marginal consumer who is indifferent 

between Buy-and- Update strategy from low to high quality (option 6) and Buy

and-Hold strategy for high quality (option 9). Hence, consumers who have their 

taste parameters higher than the threshold value in (10) will hold high quality 

good in period 1 - Buy-and-Hold strategy for high quality (option 9), and 

consumers who have taste parameter less than the threshold value will hold either 

low quality good or nothing in period 1. 

On the other hand, (11) shows the taste parameter of a marginal consumer 

who is indifferent between Buy-and- Update strategy (option 6) for high quality 
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and Buy-Later strategy for high quality (option 3). (9) shows the taste parameter 

of a marginal consumer who is indifferent between Buy-and-Update strategy 

(option 6) and Buy-and-Hold strategy for low quality (option 5). 

Thus, by (9) and (11), consumers who have taste parameter less than 
1 1 h 1 

P1 ;, P2 and greater than ~~ - ~~ will adopt Buy-Later strategy for high quality 

(option 3). However, it is not obvious whether or not the threshold value in (11) 

is greater than the threshold value in (9) below which consumers will be better off 

by holding nothing than holding low quality good in period 1.14 

If the threshold value in (9) is greater than that in (11), no consumer will 

find option 3 optimal. If the threshold value in (11) is greater than that in (9), 

some consumer will adopt option 3 but no consumer will adopt Buy-and-Hold 

strategy for low quality (option 5), since Buy-Later strategy for low quality 

(option 2) dominates Buy-and-Hold strategy for low quality (option 5) as shown in 

(12). Therefore, if a consumer has taste parameter less than the threshold value 

in (11), he will hold nothing rather than hold a low quality good in period 1. Let 

us consider both cases below. 

I 1 h 1 
1. If P1;' P2 ~ ~~ - ~~, the upper limit of taste parameter of consumers who adopt 

Buy-Later strategy for high quality (option 3) is higher than the upper limit of 

taste parameter of consumers who adopt Buy-and-Hold strategy for low quality 

(option 5). Then, there are a positive number of consumers who adopt Buy-Later 

strategy for high quality quality (option 3). However, no consumer will adopt 

Buy-and-Hold strategy for low quality (option 5). The optimal consumer strategy 

combinations are: 

14 Actually, whether or not the threshold value in (11) is greater than that in (9) is determined by 

the prices of each good offered by the seiler, and seller will determine according to its incentives. 
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'f (pf - p~) - (pi - p~) > 0 
I I 

b) Option 6; {L}-+{H}, > PI - P2 
1 J1.h J1.1 J1.1 

I I h I 

c) Option 3; {¢}-+{H}, if PI - P2 > 0 > P2 - P2 
J1.1 J1.h J1.1 

h I p~ 
d) Option 2; {¢}-+{L}, if P2 - P2 > 0 > J1.h J1.1 J1.1 

I 

e) Option 1; {¢}-+{¢}, if ~~ > 0 ~ 0 

{~.tp} {~.L} {~.H} {L,H} {H,H} 
'iI( )j( 

o A 1 

I I h I 
Figure 3. The Market Segments, when PI ;, P2 ~ ~~ - ~~ 

pi h I I I (h h) (' I ) 
where A = }" B = P2 - P2 C - PI - P2 and D - PI - P2 - PI - P2 15 The shaded 

,- J1.h J1.,' - J1.,' - J1.h J1.1 • 

area between C and D indicates the quantity that consumers who purchase low 

quality in period 1 resell in the second-hand market to update to high quality in 

period 2. The arrow sign indicates the amount of low quality, C to D, is 

transferred to the second-hand market, and becomes available to consumers who 

purchase low quality good in period 2. 

As shown on the figure above, all consumers who purchase low quality in 

15 As shown on the figure 3, the threshold values for each good are function of prices offered by the 

seller. Market shares for each good may expand or shrink depending on the prices offered. As will be shown in 

the next chapters, the seller's strategy is in fact to decide the optimal proportion of market shares for each good 

via its pricing strategy so as to maximize the sum of profits over two periods. 
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period 1 update to high quality in period 2, and no consumer will keep holding 

low quality until the end of period 2. Furthermore, there are some consumers 

who hold nothing in period 1 but purchase high quality in period 2 (option 3). 

Hence, the total number of consumers who purchase a high quality in period 2 

exceeds the number of consumers who purchase a low quality in period 1. For 

example, more consumers purchase 386SX class personal computers today than 

consumers did for 286 class PC's a few years ago. 

The total quantity of low quality goods in period 2 comes from two distinct 

sources - new production of low quality in period 2, and recycled or used goods in 

the second-hand market which are sold by the consumers who adopt Buy-and

Update strategy from low to high quality (option 6). A monopolist seller's choice 

is how much to produce in period 2, and it cannot control consumers' resale 

decisions in period 2. Therefore, actual net production of low quality good in 

period 2 is total quantity supplied including the quantity in the second-hand 

market less the amount from the second-hand market. I6 Thus, the demand 

functions for each product are: 

/ 
P2 or 
J.i./ 

/ / 
PI - P2 

J.i./ 

16 Thus, the total quantity purchased by the consumers who use Buy-Later strategy for the low 

quality, is the amount of high quality purchased in period 2 by the consumers who use Buy-and-Update 

strategy plus the amount of new production of low quality produced by a seller in period 2. 
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h _ I I _ pi 

2. If ~~ ~~ > PI P, 2, the upper limit of consumers who adopt Buy-Later strategy 

for high quality (option 3) is smaller than that of consumers who adopt Buy-and

Update strategy. Therefore, no consumer will find Buy-Later strategy for high 

quality (option 3) optimal. Among consumers who purchase low quality in period 

1, some will upgrade to high quality good in period 2 (option 6) and others will 

keep holding the low quality good in period 2 (option 2). Hence, the number of 

consumers who purchase a high quality in period 2 is smaller than the number of 

consumers who purchase a low quality in period 1. Using the same logic used 

above, consumers' optimal strategies are: 

a) Option g. {H}-+{H} if 1 > () > (pf - p~) - (pi - p~) 
, ,- - Ph P, 

h I I I 
c) Option 5; {L}-+{L}, if ~~ - ~~ > () > PI;' P2 

I I p~ 
d) Option 2; {¢}-+{L}, if PI ;/2 > () ;::: P, 

e) Option 1; {¢}-+{ ¢}, if ~~ > () > 0 

f~,L} fL.L} fL.H} {H,H} 
)I( :(( )\; )/ 

o A 
8 

1 

h I I I 
Figure 4. The Market Segments when P2 - P2 > PI - P2 

, Ph P, P, 



, h' " 
where A P2 B - P2 - P2 C - PI - P2 and D _ = 1'-,' - I'-h 1'-,' - 1'-, ' 

market demands for each product are: 

, _ (p~ - pq) - (pi - p~) 
qI - I'-h 1'-, , , , 
'+ ,_ PI - P2 _ P2 or 

ql q2 - 1'-, 1'-, 

, , 
PI - P2 

1'-, 

, - [ pi - p~ - p~J _ [ (p~ - p~) - (pi - p~) 
q2 - 1'-, 1'-, I'-h 1'-, 

h - 1 (p~ - p~) - (pi - p~) 
qI - - I'-h 1'-, 

h (p~ - p~) - (pi - p~) p~ - p~ 
q2 = I'-h 1'-, - I'-h 1'-, 
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(p~ - p~) - (pi - p~) 
I'-h 1'-, Thus, the 

, I 

Conveniently, we get the identical demand functions in both cases - PI;' P2 2: 
h' h' , , 

~~ - ~~ and ~~ - ~~ > PI;' P2. Therefore, we do not have to know whether or not 

, , h I 

PI;' P2 is greater than ~~ - ~~. They generate the same demand functions. The 

inverse demand functions are the following. 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

The consumer demand function has finally been derived, when 

commodities are defined in the two-dimensional space - quality characteristics and 

consumption time locations or when commodities are simultaneously 

differentiated both intertemporally and vertically. In the next chapters, given 

these demand functions in which each consumer is choosing the optimal strategy 

given its taste parameter, prices of each good, and expected prices of each good, 

the equilibria are found for various market structures- a monopolist seller, a 

monopolist lessor, and a sequential entry duopoly seller market. 
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IV. A MONOPOLIST SELLER 

Suppose that there is a single seller who produces completely durable 

products which can be differentiated into two distinct qualities - high or low - in 

each period. The monopolist seller seeks to maximize the sum of its profits over 

two periods. The same assumptions on consumers' behavior as in the previous 

chapter holds for this market also. Consumers are uniformly and continuously 

distributed along a linear city between 0 and 1. A particular taste parameter is 

assigned to each consumer starting from the lowest, 0, to the highest, 1. 

Assume that cost functions are quadratically increasing functions of 

qualities, and technologies are cumulative. What is meant by "cumulative" 

technology is that a firm can learn by doing. For example, if a firm produces 20 

inch TV's in period 1, production cost for 20 inch TV's in period 2 is lower than 

that in period 1, since the firm accumulates technology in TV productions. When 

products are generically diversified like 20 inch TV and 25 inch TV, production 

technology between 20 inch TV's and 25 inch TV's will not be mutually exclusive. 

Therefore, it is assumed that production experience in 20 inch TV's during 

period 1 will also reduce production cost for 25 inch TV's in period 2, even when 

the firm did not produce 25 inch TV's in period 1, and cost reduction rates are 

identical between 20 inch TV's and 25 inch TV's in period 2. If a firm produces 

both 20 inch and 25 inch TV's in period 1, then production costs for both 20 inch 

and 25 inch TV's of course diminish in period 2. On the other hand, if a firm 

does not produce any TV in period 1, there is no cost reduction in period 2, 

simply because it does not have experience in TV production at all. 

The speed of this technological advancement is exogenously gIven and 

depends on the environment of a particular industry. For example, in many 

electronics markets such as computers, electrical home appliances, the actual 
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production cost is declining so fast that production cost for high quality is even 

lower than that for low quality a few years ago. On the other hand, in some other 

markets, the speed may not be so fast. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the 

speed of technical advancement is exogenously given from the industry so that a 

general solution can explain the phenomena for various durable goods markets. 

Hence, let us assume that marginal cost of producing the good with quality I'k is 

specified as: 

MC t = _-/-1. {3 .I'~ , if at least one quality product is produced in period 1 

MC t = {3 .I'~' if none is produced in period 1 

where "YE(O,l], {3E[O,l], 'v'k={/,h}, t=1,2 

"Y refers to the speed of technology advancement. The smaller "Y is, the faster the 

speed is, and hence production cost will decline substantially in period 2 compared 

to that in period 1. {3 is the marginal cost parameter. This specification of the 

cost condition explains the real phenomena in various markets in which the speed 

of technology advancement differs from industry to industry. 

Furthermore, this specification of the cost condition will play an important 

role in the sequential entry oligopoly market in which the second-mover may 

enter markets only in period 2 and hence does not have cost reduction, as well as 

in the monopoly seller market and monopoly lessor market. As long as "Y is less 

than 1, the incumbent firm will have a cost advantage over the entering firm in 

period 2. 

The equilibrium concept which will be used is subgame perfection, due to 

Selten [24]. The equilibria should satisfy the necessary conditions of Nash 

equilibrium in each properly defined subgarne. That is, a decision in any period 

has to be time-consistent with decisions in all other periods to be sequentially 
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rational. Hence, the optimization problem of the monopolist seller will be solved 

by using backward induction in this two period model. 

The solution algorithm is the following. We first find the one-period Nash 

equilibria for period 2. That is, the qualities to be produced and corresponding 

quantities to be produced in period 2 are found first. Then, all prices and 

quantities, as well as profit function, are represented in terms of the quantities of 

period 1. Given the quantities in period 2 which are represented in terms of 

period 1 quantities, we maximize the sum of profit over two periods, which are 

represented in terms of quantities of period l. 

In that way, the solution satisfies the necessary equilibrium conditions in 

each subgame and hence, the actions in each period are time-consistent with 

actions in another period - i. e., sequentially rational. Thus, a monopolist seller 

solves the two-stage maximization problem to maximize the sum of two period 

profits, constrained by each consumer's best response and sequential rationality 

for the notion of subgame perfection, and for the nonnegative quantity 

constraints. 

Let us hold the quantities of each quality product in period 1 constant at qi 
d -h an q1. Given qi and qr and the demand functions in (14) and (15), the 

monopolist seller solves the following problem in period 2.17 

Max fI 2 = (p~ - i{3Jl.1> q~ + (q~ - i{3Jl.~) q~ 

At this point, assume an interior solution. We will consider corner solutions later. 

17 To find one-period Nash equilibria for period 2, the actions of all players in the game - consumers 

with particular taste parameter each and a seller - have to be considered simultaneously. However, the best 

responses from consumers were already found in the previous chapter and is incorporated into the demand 

functions. Therefore, the solution such that the seller solves its problem, given the demand functions, will 

generate correct equilibria. 
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Then, the first-order conditions for the above maximization problem are: 

oTI 2 ( h h I I) /3 2 0 -1- = PI 1 - ql - 2q2 - ql - 2q2 -, PI = 
oq2 

(18) 

o TI 2 ( h h) (I 2 I) /3 2 0 -h- = Ph 1 - ql - 2q2 - PI ql + q2 -, Ph = 
oq2 

(19) 

Solving two equations above, we get: 

I 1 ( hi) h ,PI q2 = 2" 1 - ql - ql - q2 -"2" /3 (20) 

q~ = 1 (1- q~) -~ q{ _!!l q~ - ,Ph /3 
2 2Ph Ph 2 

(21) 

Then, we get the quantities of period 2 such that: 

(22) 

The solution above depends on the value of the marginal cost parameter, /3, and 

the technology advancement parameter, ,. As the value of /3 grows, q~ becomes 

bigger and q~ becomes smaller, and vice versa. At a certain extreme value of /3, a 

corner solution occurs such that either one or the other variable is zero, and it 

automatically changes the optimal quantities of period 1, since the problem is 

solved backward to satisfy the notion of subgame perfection. 

At this point, let us assume an interior solution as above. We will check 

some limits for this general solution, and if the general solution is not satisfied, we 

will come back to this point (the first-order conditions in period 2) and resolve the 

problem for corner solutions. Assuming an interior solution, we get the values of 

q~ and q~ in terms of of q{ and q~. All variables are represented in terms 

of the quantities in period 1. 

I (I h) ,Ph 1 I 
q2 ql,ql = -2- /3 - 2" ql 

h( I h) _ 1 (1 h) ,(PI + Ph) /3 
q2 ql' ql -"2 - ql - 2 

I I h 3PI h ,Pf 3PI I 
Pl(ql,ql) ="2" (1-ql)+T /3-T ql 
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1 (' ") J.lI ( ")' J.lf (3 J.lI 1 P2ql,ql =2 1-ql +T -2 ql 

" '" 3J.l" ( ") 'J.l~ (3 3J.lI 1 Pl(ql,qt> = T 1-ql +-2- -2 ql 

"( 1 ") _ J.l" ( ") 'J.l~ (3 J.lI 1 P2 ql,ql -"2 1-ql +-2- -2 ql 

Since price and quantity variables are represented in terms of quantities of period 

1, so is the profit function. The monopolist seller seeks to find the optimal 

quantities of period 1 which maximize the sum of profits over two periods. 

Max TI = TIl + TI2 

= [3~1 (1 _ q~) _ J.lf(22- ,) (3 _ 3~, qi] q{ + [3~" (1 _ q~) _ J.l~(22 - ,) (3 - 3~1 q{] q~ 

[J.lI "'J.lf J.lI '] ['J.l" 1 '] + 2(1-ql)-T(3-2 ql T(3-2 ql 

+ [~" (1- q~) - ,~~ {3 - ~' q{] [~ (1 - qf) - ,(J.lI: J.l,,) (3] 

Assuming an interior solution, the first-order conditions are: 

Solving the equations above, we get the following general solution in which an 

interior solution is assumed in each period. 

qf = i -i (J.lI + J.l,,)(1 - ,). {3 

q~ = r8 (7, - 2) . {3 

q~ = 130 -lo (J.lI + J.l,,)(7, - 2) . (3 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

As a limiting case, let us consider (3=0 (production costs are identically zero for 

both qualities). 
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1. When (3 = 0 

When production costs are identically zero for both low and high quality, a 

monopolist seller does not diversify its products through both periods. In that 

event, a monopolist seller chooses the high quality, because a seller who produces 

the high quality earns higher profit than a seller who produces the low quality as 

shown in the previous chapter as well as in Gal-Or [11]. The solutions are, from 

(23)-(26), 

q' _ ql _ 0 qh _ 2 h 3 
1 - 2 -, 1 - 5"' q2 = 10 (27) 

Thus, if production costs are identically zero for both qualities and hence there is 

no production cost or there is no cost difference between high quality and low 

quality, a monopolist seller will not diversify its products, even though production 

diversification is possible. In that case, Bulow's well-known result will OCCur. 18 

{¢} - {H} {H} - {H}} 
K )1 

--+I------------~----------~----------~_7) ~ o A B 1 

Figure 5. The Market Segments, when (3=0 

h ph 
where A = ~~ and B = 2;h' Now let us consider various cases in which I and (3 

take distinct combinations. From (25) and (26), it is immediately shown that, in 

period 2, 

18 IT we enter f3 = 0 in the equation (I), Bulow's solution, it is immediately seen that solutions in (1) 
and (27) are identical. 
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h'f 2 d (3 3 
q2 < 0, 1 1 2: I > '7 an 1 2: > (Ill + Ilh)(71 _ 2) 

q~ < 0, if ~ > I > 0 

Hence, a corner solution may occur in period 2 depending on the value of (3 and I' 

The following three conditions are considered. 

a) if 1 2: I > ~ and 1 2: (3 > (7
1 

_ 2)~lll + Ilh)' a corner solution in period 2 such that 

q~ = o. 

b) if 1 2: I > ~ and (7
1 

_ 2)(lll + Ilh) 2: (32: 0, an interior solution occurs in period 2. 

c) if ~ 2: I > 0, a corner solution in period 2 such that q~ = o. 

Let us find solutions for each case above. 

2. When 1 2: I > ~ and 1 2: (3 > (Ill + IlJ(7
1 

_ 2) 

If both I and (3 values are large and hence production costs decline 

relatively slowly over time and marginal costs are high, a corner solution occurs in 

period 2 such that q~ = o. The first-order condition in period 2 is, from (18) and 

(19), 

on 2 ( h I I ) 2 I 1 ( hi) I III -,- = III 1 - qI - qI - 2q2 - IIlI . (3 = 0 -. q2 = -2 1 - qI - ql - -2 . (3 
Oq2 

(28) 

Therefore, all price variables are written in terms of q~ and qf. 

2 
I III ( hi) I III P2 = 2" 1 - qI - qI + -2- . (3 

h _ 21lh - III (1 h) III I. + IJ.l1
2 

(3 
P2 - 2 -ql -2"'ql -2-' 

I 31l1( h ') Ill/ PI ="""'2 1 - qI - ql + -2- - (3 

h 41lh - III « h) 3111 I + Ill/ (3 
PI = 2 1. -qI -"""'2- q1 -2--
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A monopolist seller solves the following problem at the beginning of period 1, 

The first-order condi tions are: 

(29) 

(30) 

Solving above, we get the following, 

h _ 1 III + Ilh (.I I _ 1 51lh - 3111 + 8rlll (.I 

ql - 2" - 4 'fJ, ql - -10 + 20 'fJ 

qf ~ 0, if {J ~ III J. Ilh' But III J. Ilh > 1, 'V Ill' Ilh E [0,1], Ilh > III -+ qf > ° 
I I 'f 2 ql ~ 0, on y 1 (J ~ 5 3 + 8 

Ilh - III rill 

3 2 14/lh(1 - r) + 5(llh - Ill) + lOrlll 
(Ill + Ilh)(7r - 2) 51lh - 3111 + 8rlll = (Ill + Ilh)(7r - 2)(5Ilh - 3111 + 8rlll) 

>0, 'VrE(~,I] 

Therefore, qi > 0, and hence, we have an interior solution in period 1. Then, 

I 1 51lh - 3111 + 8rlll (.I q1h = -21 _ Ill! Ilh, (.I 
ql = -10 + 20 ' fJ, fJ 

I 3 (7r - 2)lll h 
q2 = 10 - 10 '{J, q2 = ° 

I 3111 (2 + 3r)ll/ (.I h 51lh - 2111 51lh 
2 

- Il/ + Grll/ (.I 

P2=TIf + 10 'fJ, P2= 10 + 20 'fJ 

1_ gill +(6-r)Il/, (.I h 51lh- 21l1 5Ilh
2
-1l/+6rll/ (.I 

PI - 10 10 fJ, PI = 10 + 20 'fJ (31) 
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IfJ}-I¢} I¢l - ILl ILl - IL} IHl - IH} 
k * 3+( '* )I 

--rl ----~----------~------~--------~~) 8 o 1 

Figure 6. The Market Segments, when both I and {3 are large. 

Thus, when both I and {3 are large and hence production costs do no decline very 

fast over time and marginal production costs are high, the monopolist seller 

adopts its optimal quality introduction sequence such that {L, H}~{L}. The 

notation, {L,H}~{L}, means that the seller produces both low and high quality in 

period 1 and produces only low quality in period 2. As shown on the figure above, 

there does not exist a second-hand market in either low or high quality market. 

Hence, the monopolist seller can discriminate among consumers both in quality 

and time and avoid competition from the second-hand market at the same time. 

3. When 1 2: I > ~ and (Ill + Ilh)(7/ - 2) 2: {3 2: ° 
If I is high but {3 is low and hence production costs do not decline very fast 

over time but marginal costs are low, an interior solution occurs in period 2. 

From (23) and (24), 

qi = 2~h(1_/)· {3, qf = g- g(l -/)(1l1 + I'h)· {3 

I d h l·f {3 1 ql 2: 0, 'v' {3, I, an ql 2: 0, on y 1 < (1- / )(1'1 + I'h) 

3.a. 1 2: I > i and (1'1 + I'h)(7 / - 2) 2: {3 2: 0, we have an interior solution III both 
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period 1 and 2. Thus, the optimal quality introduction sequence is {L, H}-+{L, H}. 

The solution is the same as the general solution in (23)-(26). 

{iP} - {~} {ift} - {L} {L} - {L} {L} - {H} {H} - {H} 
K ;+( )I( )/( )j( )I 

o 1 

Figure 7. The Market Segments, when 1 is large and {3 is small. 

In this event, some consumers will find it optimal to adopt Buy-and-Update 

strategy from low to high quality, and hence there will be a second-hand market 

for low quality in period 2. Therefore, profitability in the low quality market is 

harmed by this resale market in period 2. However, the profit gain from updating 

demand from low to high quality will exceed the unprofitability in low quality 

market. 

3 b 'f 1 2 d 3 l ' t' I' 
•• 1 '22:/>"7 an (Ill + Ilh)(71 _ 2) 2: {3 > (1- I)(1l1 + Ilh)' an III enor so utlOn occurs 

in period 2, but a corner solution occurs in period 1 such that qf = o. Thus, the 

first-order condition in (28) is written as: 

an 5111 I 2 
aqi =IlI-T'ql-(l-/)1l1 '(3=O -+ 

Thus, from (20) and (21), 

I 5/ 1lh + 21l1(1 - I) (3 1 q2h = -21 _ I(1l1 ~ Ilh) . {3 
q2= 10 . -5' 

Thus, the optimal quality introduction sequence is {L}-+{L, H}. 
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I 2 2( 1 - , )/-LI a qlh = 0 
ql=5- 5 '/J, 

I 5,/-Lh+ 2/-LI(1-,) a 1 
q2 = 10 . /J - 5' (32) 

I¢J - (LJ (LJ - ILJ ILJ - IHJ 

* * ~ 

8 
o 

Figure 8. The Market Segments, when, is small and f3 is medium. 

3.c. if ~ ~ , > ~ and (l-')(~1 + /-Lh) ~ f3 ;:= 0, we have an interior solution in both 

periods. Hence, the monopolist seller adopts its quality introduction sequence 

such that {L,H}-+{L,H} and solution is the same as in (23)-(26). 

4. When ~ ;:= 'Y > 0 

If , is low and hence production costs decline rapidly over time, a corner 

solution occurs in period 2 such that q~ = O. Then, the first-order condition in 

(19) is written as: 

Thus, price variables are represented in terms of qi and qf· 

I (I h) _ /-LI (1 h) + ,/-LI/-Lh a /-Ll(2/-Lh - /-LI) I 
P2 ql,ql -"2 - ql -2- /J - 2/-Lh ql 

h( I h) /-Lh ( h) 'Y/-L~ /-LI I 
P2 ql' ql = 2"" 1 - ql + 2 f3 -"2 ql 

l( I h 3/-LI ( h) ,/-Lr/-Lh /-Ll(4/-Lh - /-LI) I 
PI ql' ql ) =""2 1 - ql + -2 - f3 2/-Lh ql 
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Max TI = TIl + TI2 

(33) 

(34) 

Solving the equations above, we get the following. 

I Ilh /3 h _ 2 81lh(1 - ")') + 5111 /3 
ql = T ' ql - 5" - 20 

I h 3 Ilh(2 -7")') 
q2 = 0, q2 = 10 + 10 /3 

It is immediately shown that qi > 0, V /3, and q~ ~ 0, only if /3 ::; 5 8 8 (1 )' 
III + Ilh - ")' 

4.a. if £7 ~ ")' > ° and 1 ~ /3 > 8 (1 8) 5 ,a corner solution occurs in period 1 such 
Ilh - ")' + III 

that qq = o. Then, the first-order condition in (32) is written as: 

8 TI IlI(8Ilh - 31l1) I 
-8 I = III + IlI(,,),llh - Ill)' /3 - 21l ql = ° 

ql h 

Therefore, we get 

Then, we get the solution such that 

q~ = 2(81lh 1_ 31l1) [(Sllh - 51l1) - (S,,),llh 
2 

- ,,),Il,llh - 21l/) . /3] (35) 

Hence, the optimal quality introduction sequence is {L}-+{H}. 



o 

{rp} - {fJ} {¢J} - {L} 
)Ie 

{(J) - IH} IL} - IH} 
* * ~ 

8 

Figure 9. The Market Segments, when 7 is small and (3 is large. 
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4.h. if ~ 2: 7 > 0 and 8Ph(1-8
7

) + 5PI > {3 2: 0, we have an interior solution in period 1. 

Hence, the optimal quality introduction sequence is such that {L,H}-+{H}. 

I Ph {3 h_2 8Ph(1-7)+5PI (3 I -0 h_~ +Ph(2-77) {3 
q} = "'4 ' ql - 5 - 20 ' q2 - , q2 - 10 10 (36) 

5. When {3>0 and 7=1, there is no technology advancement and hence production 

costs will stay the same over time. 

5.a. if {3 2: (PI + Ph)(77 _ 2) = 5(PI! Ph)' the monopolist seller adopts its optimal 

quality introduction sequence such that {L, H}-+{L}. From (30), we have, when 

7=1, 

(37) 

If there is no technology accumulation over time and hence production costs stay 
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the same over time, the monopolist seller produces both low and high quality in 

period 1 and only low quality in period 2. 

5.b. if 0 < (3 < ( )(7 2) = 5( ~ )' from (23)-(26), we have, when ,=1, 
III + Ilh , - III Ilh 

(38) 

{fJ} - {f/J} {f/J} - {L} (¢) - {H} {H} - {H} 

~ * * * ~ 

--+1--------~------~--------~----------~)8 
o 1 

Figure 10. The Market Shares, when ,=1 and (3 is small 

Thus, the monopolist seller adopts its quality introduction sequence such 

that {H} .... {L,H}. It can extract consumer surplus by selling to high taste 

parameter consumers first and then introducing the low quality good to serve the 

low parameter consumers. In both cases, as shown on figure 7 and 8, a monopolist 

seller prevent the creation of a second-hand market, because, no consumer finds it 

optimal to use Buy-and-Resell and Buy-and-Update from high to low quality. 

Summarizing all cases, we get the following figure which describes the equilibrium 

under various combinations of , and (3 value. 



1 

,BLi 

C 

o 

{L,H}-{L} 

{L} - (H) (2.1) 

(1.1) 
B 

{L}-{L,H} 

(2.2) 

{L,H} - (H) A 

(1.2) {L,H}-{L,HJ 

(2.3) 

{L,HJ - {LJ 

(3.1) 

{L,H} - {LJ 

(3.2) 

{L,HJ - {L,HJ 

(3.3) 

A 

B 

1 yq 

Figure 11. A Map of Monopoly Game Equilibria. 
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where A - 1 B - 3 and C - 8 As shown 
- (1'1 + I'h)(l - "Y)' - (1'1 + I'h)(7"Y - 2)' - 51'1 + 8/-'/.(1- "Y)' 

before, A ~ B in the right hand side of "Y = ~, and B > A in the left hand side of 

"Y =~. Notice that, as "Y grows, A and C grow also, but B becomes smaller. As 

shown in the figure above, as "Y decreases, q~ and q~' diminish, and qi and q~ 

increase. This is more obviously shown by the following comparative statics. The 

general solution was, from (23)-(26), 

q{ = 2~" (1 - "Y) • .B 

q{' = i -i (1'1 + 1',,)(1 - "Y) • .B 
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I Ilh ( ) q2 = 10 7,-2 .f3 

qq = 130 -lo (Ill + Ilh)(7, - 2) . f3 

Let us conduct comparative statics in terms of the technological parameter, ,. 

~~ = - 2~h. f3 < 0 

oqh 2 
o~ = 5 (Ill + Ilh) . f3 > 0 

Oq~ _ 7Ilh .
f3 

0 
0, - 10 > 

. oqq _ _ 7(lll + Ilh) . f3 0 
0, - 10 < (39) 

Therefore, the following proposition is constructed. 

PROPOSITION 9 

As the speed of technological advancement becomes faster, a monopolist seller 

increases the production of low quality in period 1 and high quality in period 2, 

and decreases the production of high quality in period 1 and low quality in period 

2, and vice versa. That is, as the speed of technological advancement becomes 

faster, a monopolist seller tends to introduce the quality of the product from low to 

high quality over time, and vice versa. 

o It immediately follows from (99). 

We have shown that the monopolist seller changes its optimal quality 

introduction sequence according to the industry's technological conditions and the 

production cost conditions. For example, it seems that the text book publishing 

industry does not have a significant technological advancement over time, while 

the speed of technology advancement in some other industries such as electronics 

is fast. 

We often observe that a text book company introduces hard cover books 
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first and then offers paper back books in later periods. This phenomenon is well 

explained by the above case where technology develops slowly and hence 

production cost does not diminish significantly over time. 

When the value of , is significantly high, a monopolist seller shows a 

tendency to introduce the high quality early in period 1 and the low quality in 

period 2. When, is low (, < ~ ) and hence production costs decline fast over 

time, the monopolist seller has an incentive to introduce more of low quality in 

period 1 and high quality in period 2. 

On the other hand, going back to figure 11, the threshold values, A, B, and 

C, are not constant, and will change depending on , and 4b. Therefore, let us 

conduct some comparative statics to find exact paths. 

dA = 21 > 0 
d, (1 -,) (J.ll + J.lh) 

d2A _ 2 > 0 
2 - 3 

d, (1 -,) (J.ll + J.lh) 

~~ = _ 21 < 0 
I (7, - 2)2(J.l1 + J.lh) 

d
2
B = 294 > 0 if '" > ~ and o·f < 2 

d,2 (7, _ 2)3(J.l1 + J.lh) -, I - 7 <, 1, 7 

de _ 64J.lh > 0 

d, - [5J.l1 + 8J.lh(l- ,)f 
d2e 1024J.lh2 
-- >0 
d,2 - [5J.l1 + 8J.lh(1 - ,)f 

if ,=1, A-+oo, B = 5(J.l1! J.lh)' e = 5~, 

if, = l, A = B = J.ll'; J.lh > 1, V J.l" J.lh E [0,1] and J.lh > J.l" e = 5J.l1! 4J.lh 

l·f '" - 2 A - 7 B~oo e - 8 
I - 7' - 5(J.l1 + J.lh)' ~ , - 5J.l1 + 81lh 

if, = 0, A = J.ll J J.lh' B = - 2(J.l1! Ilh)' e = 5J.l1! 81lh 
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Therefore, given these results, we can redraw the map of equilibria in figure 11 as 

o 1/2 1/2 

Figure 12. A Revised Map of Monopoly Game Equilibria 

1 

qy 

where A = 1 and B - 3 C - 8 In this 
(Ill + Ilh)(l - 1') - (Il, + Ilh)(71' - 2)' - 5111 + 8Ilh(1- 1')" 

chapter, we have shown the monopolist seller's optimal quality introduction 

sequence and corresponding production quantity over time. In the next chapter, 

equilibria for a monopolist lessor market is investigated. 
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v. A MONOPOLIST LESSOR 

In this chapter, the market equilibrium in the monopoly rental market is 

studied. As shown in Bulow's result in chapter II, a monopolist lessor does not 

face competition from the second-hand market, since the property right of leased 

products belongs to the lessor, not lessees. Thus, a lessor produces only once in 

period 1, and leases the same output for both periods, and earns more profit than 

a seller. However, in this model, the speed of technology advancement may 

contribute to cost reductions over time. Therefore, it is not obvious whether a 

monopolist lessor will not diversify and produce only once in period 1 or not. 

In rental markets, consumers' demands are somewhat different than those 

III sales markets. Due to the nonexistence of the second-hand market in rental 

cases, a consumer's willingness to pay for renting a product for two periods will be 

exactly twice that of its one-period rental demand. I9 According to Bulow, a 

consumer demands a durable good for its service, and gets utilities out of a 

durable goods only for the first period. Therefore, all consumers who purchase in 

period 1 will resell them in the second-hand market in period 2. His assumption 

will affect rental market equilibrium significantly, because he assumes all 

consumers who rent in period 1 will not rent again in period 2. This scenario will 

make the solution much more tractal?le, but not realistic at all. 

Therefore, in this djssertation, we do not make any artificial assumption on 

consumers' incentives. Rather, a consumer's decision to rent is strictly up to the 

consumer's incentive and hence, consumers can self-select. Suppose that rental 

contract is effective until the end of a period, and hence, if a consumer wants to 

19 In sales cases, if a consumer purchases a product in period I, its marginal willingness to pay is not 

twice its one-period rental demand, rather it is its one-period rental demand plus the resale value of it in period 

2, because the second-hand market exists. 
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(43) 

Thus, a monopolist lessor solves the following problem. 

Assuming the interior solutions, we have the first-order conditions as the 

following. 

an _ (3 2 4 h 4 ' 2 h 2 ,- 0 -, - 21l, - Il' - Il,ql - JJ,ql - JJ,q2 - ll,q2-
aql 

an (3 2 4 h 4 ' 2 h '0 -h = 21lh - Ilh - Ilhql - ll,qI - JJhq2 - 21l,q2 = 
aql 

ail, = JJ,- /(3JJl- 21l,qf - 2JJ,q{ - 21l,q~ - 21l,q~ = 0 
aq2 

a Ilh = Ilh - /(3JJ~ - 21lhqf - 2JJ,qi - 2llhq~ - 2Il,q~= 0 
aq2 

Arranging (44)-(47), we get 

h _ Il', JJh(2/ -1) (3 , 1l,(2/ -1) (3 h 
q2 - - Ilh q2 - 2 ,q2 = - 2 - q2 

Therefore, the optimal quantities of period 2 will depend on the value of /. 

1. When 12: /? ~, 'l~ = q~ = ° and hence, from (44) and (45), we get 

, - Ilh (3 h - 1 Il, + JJh (3 
ql -"""4 ' ql - 2" - 4 

h O·f 2 
qI 2: ,1 (3 ~ Il' + Ilh 

JJ':; Ilh > 1, VIl"llh E [0,1], Ilh > Il, 

Therefore, qf 2: 0, (3 E [0,1]. Thus, the solutions are: 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

( 48) 
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(49) 

When the speed of technology is slow, a monopolist lessor produces outputs once 

in period 1 and leases the same outputs over two periods just like Bulow's 

nondifferentiated lessor. However, if diversification is possible, a monopolist lessor 

has an incentive to diversify its products. It is also easily inferred that a 

differentiated monopolist lessor earns higher profit than a nondifferentiated 

monopolist lessor, because of the solution in (49). Since a monopolist lessor does 

not produce at all in period 2, the speed of technology advancement should not 

matter to output decision in period 1, and hence, the solution in (49) does not 

depend on 'Y. 

2. When! > 'Y ~ 0, the solution in (48) is written as: 

I JlI(1-2'Y)a h Jlh(1-2'Y)a I 
q2 = 2 1-', q2 = 2 I-' - q2' 

Thus, !';nlving these, we get a corner solution such that: 

ql - ,; 
2 - .. ' 

3. When {J=O, rearranging (44)-(47), we get 

qh _ 1 ql _ qh _ ql - 0 
1 - 2' 1 - 2 - 2-

(50) 

Thus, if the speed of technology advancement is significant, a monopolist lessor 

will produce further in period 2 contrary to Bulow's result. However, it is always 

the case for a monopolist lessor that it diversifies its products in period 1, contrary 

to some seller's cases in which a monopolist seller strategically postpones its 
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introduction of high quality until period 2. However, if production costs are 

identically zero for both low and high quality goods or production costs are 

identical between low and high quality good, then a monopolist lessor does not 

diversify and produces high quality good only once in period 1 and does not 

produce further in period 2. Thus, we get the identical equilibrium as in Bulow's. 
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VI. THE SEQUENTIAL ENTRY DUOPOLY SELLERS. 

In this chapter, we consider a duopoly seller market III which two firms 

sequentially enter the markets over two periods. There are two firms, a and b. 

Firm a is the first-mover and b the second-mover. In the beginning of period 1, 

firm a, first-mover, decides which market or markets to enter and the level of 

production for each market chosen. Throughout period 1, firm a is the only seller 

and hence monopoly seller. Firm b watches firm a's actions and market responses 

during period 1. Then, at the beginning of period 2, firm b decides which market 

or markets to enter and level of production for each market chosen, and firm a 

repeats the same process as in period 1. 

Therefore, in period 1, firm a is the monopolist seller but under a potential 

entrant. This scenario enables us to study if there is any change in the monopoly 

seller's strategies in quality introduction sequence and quantity decision, when it 

encounters potential entry. This type of model will give us some important 

predictions on market behaviors in differentiated durable goods oligopoly markets 

such as electronics, computers, home appliances, and many more. 

As mentioned before, the technology advancement parameter, " will play 

an important role in the market equilibria in this sequential entry game. The 

faster firm a accumulates production technology during period 1, the greater the 

cost advantage firm a will have over the entering firm in period 2. Again, this 

technology parameter varies from industry to industry and hence is exogenously 

given in the model,2° We use the same equilibrium concept as in the monopoly 

market, Selten's subgame perfection. 

20 IT the technology parameter is endogenously detennined by the finns, then the model can be 

extended to the R&D investment area. The value of R&D investment in period 1 is reflected by the 

technology parameter and profit return in period 2 in which there may be a competitor. However, this topic is 

beyond our scope at this moment. 
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It is easily inferred that firm a can block the entry of firm b simply by 

saturating the market during period 1. However, due to the sequential rationality 

in the game, entry blockage is not a prior requirement and any Hurt-Myself 

strategy is not a sequentially rational strategy. Let us define the following which 

will be used without further explanation hereafter. 

qf, t: the production quantity of k quality product by firm i in period t 

IL t: profit of firm i in period t, where k E {/,h}, i E {a,b}, t = 1,2 , 

In period 1, firm a is the single seller, and hence we will omit the notation 

z. Therefore, q~, 1 = q{ and q~, 1 = qf. From (13)-(16), the inverse demand functions 

in period 2 are: 

I _ [1 h (h h) I (' ')] P2 - i-', - ql - qa,2 + %, 2 - ql - qa,2 + %,2 

In period 2, each firm maximizes its second period profit gIven the market 

outcome in period 1.21 Thus, the problem of firm i in period 2 is written as: 

v j f. i, i,j E {a,b},'Y = 1 for firm b and 'Y E (0,1] for firm a 

Assuming interior solutions, the first-order conditions are: 

21 By the notion of subgll.llle perfection, this two-period problem is solved backward. Thus, the 

quantity of each quality product is considered to be constant in period 1. 
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where 'Y = 1 if i = b and 'Y E (0,1] if i = a 

By solving two equations above, we get 

I _1 a 1 I 1 I q. 2 - - 'Y • fJ • Ilh - - ql - - q . 2 
I, 2 2 2], 

't/ j =P i, i, j E {a, b}, 'Y = 1 if i = b and 'Y E (0,1] if i = a 

Therefore, assuming interior solution such that q~2 ~ 0, 't/ k E I,h and i E a,b, the 

general solution in period 2 is:22 

(53) 

Then, all variables are represented in terms of q{ and qf. 

P~ = ~I [(1 - qf - q{) + (1 + 'Y)f3' Ill] 

2 
h Ilh ( h) III I Ilh ) P2 = "3 1 - ql -"3 ql + 3 (1 + 'Y • f3 

14111 hi (1+'Y) 2 
PI=T(l-ql-ql)+ 3 f3'1l1 

h 41lh h 4111 I (1 + 'Y) 2 
PI ="'"3 (l-qd-T ql +-3- f3'llh 

Then, in period 1, firm a solves the following problem. 

22 Interior solutions are assumed to get the general solution at this moment. Corner solutions are 

considered later. 
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Then, assuming interior solutions, the first-order conditions are: 

ana_ 10IlI (8-71')(3 2 221111 22111 h-O -a I - -9- - 9 . III - ---g-t11 - ---g-t11 -
ql 

aa?fa = 10:h - (8 ~ 71') f3. Ilh2 _ 27;'q{ _ 22:hqf = 0 

Solving above, we get 

Thus, from (51), we get the following general solution. 

I (8-71') 
ql = 22 Ilh . f3 

h 5 (8 -71') 
ql = 11 - 22 (Ill + Ilh) . (3 

I (171'-10) (3 
qa,2 = 22 Ilh' 

h 2 (171'-10) 
qa,2 = 11 - 22 (Ill + Il,,) . (3 

I (12 - 51') 
%,2 = 22 Il" . (3 

h 2 (12 - 51') 
%,2 = 11 - 22 (Ill + Il,,) . (3 (54) 

The solutions depend on the value of l' and (3, and hence equilibria are 

characterized by various combinations of l' and (3 values. Let us conduct 

comparative statics in terms of 1'. 

aq{ __ 71l"'f3 0 
a1' - 22 <, 

aq~, 2 _ 17 Ilh . (3 0 
a1' - 22 >, 

a I 
%,2 __ 5Ilh .(3 0 
a1' - 22 <, (55) 
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From (55), it is easily seen that, as 'Y becomes smaller, the incumbent firm, firm 

a, increases the production of low quality in period 1 and high quality in period 2 

and decreases the production of high quality in period 2 just like the monopolist 

seller in the previous chapter. However, interestingly, the entering firm, firm b, 

increases the production of low quality and decreases the production of high 

quality in period 2, as 'Y becomes smaller. This is exactly opposite to the 

incumbent firm's strategy in period 2. This is because two firms have to compete 

in period 2 and hence they seek the maximal separation strategy to avoid too 

much price competition. This result is similar to the principle of maximal 

separation in the vertical differentiation models. 

PROPOSITION -I 

In the sequential duopoly game, as the speed of technological advancement becomes 

faster, the first-mover increases the production of low quality in period 1 and high 

quality in period 2, and decreases the production of high quality in period 1 and 

low quality in period 2, while the second-mover decreases the production of high 

quality and increases the production of low quality in period 2, in contrast to the 

strategy of the first-mover. 

o It follows from (55). 

In the previous chapter, we considered the case in which there is only a 

single seller throughout two periods. In this chapter, firm a is a monopolist seller 

during period 1, but there is a potential entrant in period 2. By comparing these 

two cases, we may study if a monopolist seller changes its strategies in period 1, if 

there is potential entry in period 2. Let qt(M) and qt(D) be the output of k quality 

product in period 1 by the uncontested monopolist seller and the contested 

monopolist seller respectively. From (23), (24), and (54), 



/ / (4-9,)fLh ·f 4 4 
ql(M)-ql(D) = 110 ·.B~0,1 l~""~g,or <O,ifg>,>O 

h h 3 (4-9,)(fL/+fLh) ·f 4 d 6 
ql(M)-ql(D)= -5"- 110 ·.B~O, 1 l~'~gan .B~(9""-4)(fL/+fLh) 

< 0, otherwise 

Therefore, we have: 

if 1 ~ , ~ ~ and .B ~ (9, _ 4)(fLl + fLh)' q{(M) ~ q{(D) and qf(M) ~ qf(D) 

if 1 ~ ,~~ and .B < (9..,. _ 4)(fL/ + fLh)' q{(M) ~ q{(D) and qf(D) > qf(M) 

if ~ >, > 0, q~(D) > q{(M) and qf(D) > qf(M) 

Hence, the following proposition is constructed. 

PROPOSITION 5 
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(56) 

In the sequential duopoly market, a) when the speed of technological advancement 

is slow and marginal cost is high, the first-mover (the monopolist seller in face of 

potential entry in period 2 or contested monopolist seller) tends to decrease the 

output of both low and high quality in period 1, compared to the uncontested 

monopolist seller's production level, b) when the speed of technological 

advancement is slow but marginal cost is low, the contested monopolist seller tends 

to decrease the production of low quality but increase the production of high 

quality in period 1, and c) when the speed of technological advancement is fast, 

then the contested monopolist seller tends to increase the production of both low 

and high quality in period 1. 

o It follows from (56). 

The incumbent's cost advantage over the entrant is determined by the 

speed of technological advancement. The faster the speed is, the larger cost 

advantage the incumbent will have over an entrant in period 2. As. shown in (55), 
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it is obvious that the presence of potential entry in the future changes the strategy 

of the monopolist seller. As technology develops faster, both the contested and 

uncontested monopolist seller tend to increase the production of low quality in 

period 1 and high quality in period 2, and decrease the output of high quality in 

period 1 and low quality in period 2. Hence, they choose similar quality 

introduction paths. However, as shown in (56), the threat of entry changes the 

output level of the monopolist seller during period 1. As a limiting case, let us 

consider a case in which production costs are identically zero for both low and 

high quality product. 
'-- . 

1. If {3=O (no production cost) 

We can immediately see from (54) that firm a will adopt quality 

introduction sequence {H}-+{H} and firm b adopts -+{H}. That is, firm a produces 

only high quality throughout both periods and firm b enters the high quality 

market in period 2. If production costs are identically zero for both low and high 

quality, there is no difference in production cost between low and high quality. 

Then, it is obvious that firms will produce only high quality, since, as 

shown before, the firm which produce high quality earns bigger profit than does 

the firm which produces low quality at equilibrium. Furthermore, as long as 

production cost is zero, the incumbent, firm a, will not have any cost advantage 

over the entering firm, firm b, in period 2. Thus, firm b enters the high quality 

market. The solution is easily shown from (54): 

I _ I _ I -0 h_ 5 h _ II _ 2 
ql - qa,2 - %,2 - , ql - 11' qa,2 - %,2 - 11 

Now, let us find threshold values of 'Y and {3 that will cause a corner solution in 

which at least one quantity variable is forced to be zero in period 2. From (54), it 

is easily seen that: 
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1 'f 10 qa,2 < 0, 1 17> / > 0 

h 'f 10 d 1 f3 4 
qa,2 < 0, 1 1 ~ / 2: 17 an ~ > (17/-10)(1'1 + I'h) 

h 'f 4 
% 2 < 0, 1 f3 > (12 5)( ) , - / 1'1 + I'h 

Therefore, let us consider the following cases initially, 

a, when 1 ~ / ~ i~ and 12: f3 > (17/_10
4
)(1'1 + I'h)' q~, 2,q~,2 < 0 

b when 1 > ,,10 and 4 > f3 > 4 h < 0 
, - / ~ 17 (17/-10)(1'1 + I'h) - (12 - 5/)(1'1 + I'S %,2 

h 10 d 4 't' I" 'd2 c, w en 12:/ ~ 17 an (12 _ 5/)(1'1 + I'h) ~ f3 ~ 0, III en or so utlon III peno 

d h 10 d f3 4 1 h 
,w en 17 >/>Oan 1~ >(12-5/)(I'I+l'sqa,2,%,2<0 

h 10 d 4 f3 1 e, w en 17 > / > 0 an (12 _ 5/)(1'1 + JLh) ~ 2: 0, qa,2 < 0 

4 4 = 88(1-/) >0, V (01] 
(17/- 10)(1'1 + I'h) (12 - 5/ )(1'1 + I'h) (17/- 10)(12 - 5/)(1'1 + I'h) - / E , 

Notice that above two threshold values are identical if /=1. 

2, When 1 ~ / ~ i~ and 1 ~ f3 > (17/-10
4
)(1'1 + I'h) 

When the speed of technology advancement is slow and marginal cost is 

high, a corner solution occurs in period 2 such that q~ 2' qg 2 < 0, That is, neither , , 

firm a nor firm b will produce high quality in period 2, Thus, the first-order 

condition in (52) is written as: 

Therefore, we get: 

qh _ qh - 0 
a 2- b2-, , 
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Then, the price variables are: 

1_1'1(1 " ,)+(1+,)1'/ (.I P2 - "3 - qI - qI 3· fJ 

" 31'h - 21'1(1 h) 1'1 I + (1 + ,)1'/ (.I 
P2 = 3 - qI -"3. qI 3 . fJ 

I _ 41'1(1 hi) + (1 + ,)1'/ (.I 
PI - 3""" - qI - qI 3· fJ 

h 61'h - 21'1(1 ") 41'1 I + (1 + ,)1'/ (.I 
PI = 3 - qI - 3""" . qI 3 . fJ 

Assuming an interior solution, the first-order conditions are: 

Solving these, we get: 

Therefore, an interior solution occurs in period 1. The solutions are: 
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(57) 

Therefore, when production costs decline slowly over time and marginal costs are 

high, firm a sequentially introduces the high quality in period 1 and the low 

quality in period 2, and firm b enters the low quality market in period 2. That is, 

firm a adopts its optimal quality introduction sequence such that {H}-+{L} and 

firm b adopts -+{ L}. 

3. When 1 ~ , ~ i~ and (17, _10
4
)(PI + Ph) ~ (3 > (12 - 5')(PI + Ph) 

A corner solution occurs in period 2 such that q~ 2=0. That is, firm a , 

produces both low and high quality in period 2 and firm b can enter only low 

quality market. The first-order conditions in (51) and (52) are: 

Solving the system of equations above, we get: 

1 l( h I) (2-,)PI (.I 
%,2 = 3" 1 - ql - ql - 3 . fJ 

Then, the price variables are: 

1 -PI(l h 1)+(l+,)P/ (.I 
P2 - "3 - ql - ql 3' fJ 



Firm a solves the following in the beginning of period 1. 

[
41'1 h 1 (2-"'1)1'/ ] 1 Max TI a = 3(1 - ql - qd - 3 . (3 . ql 

+ [
91'h - 1'1(1 h) 41'1 1 + 3"'11'h 

2 
- 61'h

2 + 21'/ - "'11'/ a] h 
6 - ql - 3· ql 6 .,., . ql 

+[~1(1 - qf - qi) + (1 - ~"'I)I'/ . (3][ - i(1- qf) - ~i + 3"'11'h + !I'I- "'II'I . (3] 

+ [31'h;: 1'1(1- qf) _ ~' . qi _ 3"'11'h 
2 

- 2:/ + "'11'/ . (3] [!(1- qf) _ "'1(1'1: I'h) . (3] 

Assuming an interior solution, the first-order conditions are: 

Solving these, we get: 

It is immediately shown that: 

qi ~ 0, 'r/ "'I and (3 
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That is, an interior solution occurs in period 1, and hence, firm a produces both 

low and high quality in period 1. Then, the rest of solutions follows: 
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(58) 

Hence, the optimal quality introduction sequences for each firm are {L,H}-+{L,H} 

for firm a and -+{L} for firm b. Thus, an asymmetric equilibrium occurs in 

optimal quality introduction sequence between two firms in period 2. 

An interior solution occurs in period 2. Therefore, the solution in period 1 

is the same as in the general solution in (54). 

It is easily shown that: 

qi 2:: 0, V f3 and r 

qf 2:: 0, only if 0 ~ f3 < 10 
- (8 -7r)(JJ, + JJh) 

10 _ 4 _ 22(4-r) >0 V E(O 1] 
(8-7r)(JJ,+JJh) (12-5-Y)(JJ,+JJh) (8- 7r)(12- 5r)(JJ,+JJh) ,r , 

Therefore, qf 2:: 0 always. Hence, we have interior solutions in both periods as in 

(54). The optimal quality introduction sequence for each firm is {L,H}-+{L,H} for 

firm a and -+{L, H} for firm b. A symmetric equilibrium occurs between form a 

and b in quality introduction in period 2. 
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5. When i~ 2: 'Y > 0 and 1 2: /3 > (12 - 5'Y)(ttl + tth) 

When technology develops fast and hence production cost declines fast over 

time but marginal costs are high, it is immediately shown, from (54), that a 

corner solution occurs in period 2 such that q~, 2 = q~, 2 = o. That is, firm a will not 

produce low quality and firm b cannot enter high quality market. The first-order 

conditions in (51) and (52) are: 

Solving these, we get: 

q~,2 = 4tth1- ttl [(2tth - tt,)(1- qf) - ttlqi - (2'Ytth
2 

- tt/)· /3] 

q~ 2 = 4 1 [tth(1 - q{') - (2tth - ttl)qi - (2ttltth - 'Ytth 2). /3] , tth - ttl 

Then, the price variables are: 

p~ = 4tt:~ ttl [tth(1 - q~) - (2jJh - tt,)q{ + ('Ytth 
2 

- tt/ + 2ttltth)' /3] 

p~ = 4tt:~ ttl [(2tth - tt,)(1 - q~) - ttlqi + (2'Ytth
2 + tt/ - 'Yttltth)' /3] 

pi = 4 ttl [(5tth - tt,)(1 - qf) - (6tth - 2ttl)q{ + ('Ytth 2 
- tt/ + 2ttltth) . /3] 

jJh - ttl 

pf = 4tth 1_ ttl [tth(6tth - 2ttl)(1 - qf) - tt,(5tth - ttl)qi + tth(2'Ytth
2 + tt/ - 'Yttltth)' /3] 

Then, firm a solves the following problem in the beginning of period 1. 

Max TI a = 4 ttl [(5tth - tt,)(1 - qf) - (6tth - 2tt,)qi + C'Ytth 2 
- 2ttltth) . /3]. qi 

tth - ttl 

+ 1 
4tth - ttl 

[tth(6tth - 21'1)(1 - q~) - ttl(5jJh - tt,)q{ + tth(2'Ytth 2 + tt/ - 'Yttltth - 4tth 2 + ttltth)' /3]. q~ 

+ (4 tth )2 [(2tth - tt,)(1 - q~) - ttlq{ - (2'Ytth 2 - tt/)· /3] 
tth-tt, 

Assuming an interior solution, the first-order conditions are: 



o fI a J.ll(16J.lh
2 

- 7 J.lIJ.lh + J.l1
2

) 2J.ll(18J.lh 
2 

- 8J.lIJ.lh + J.l1
2
) h 

oqi = (4J.lh-J.ll)2 - (4J.lh-J.ll)2 ·ql 

2J.ll(24J.lh 
2 

-15J.lIJ.lh + 2J.l/) I J.lIJ.lh 2(8rJ.lh - 8J.ll- rJ.ll) 
......;....:~..:....!!'---.:......:..:..*'----'-~ • ql + 2· f3 

(4J.lh-J.ll? (4J.lh-J.ll) 

=0 

o fI a 2J.lh 2(8J.lh - 3J.ll) 2J.lh(20J.l/ -10J.lIJ.lh + J.l/) h 2J.ll(18J.lh 
2 

- 8J.lIJ.lh + J.l/) I 
oqf = (4J.lh - J.ll)2 - (4J.lh - J.ll)2 . ql - (4J.lh - J.ll)2 . ql 

J.lh(16J.lh 
3 

-16rJ.lh 
3 

- 8J.lIJ.lh 
2 + lOrJ.lIJ.lh 

2 + J.l/J.lh - rJ.l/J.lh + J.l/) 
(4J.lh - J.ll)2 . f3 

=0 

Let F = 20J.lh2 -l0J.lIJ.lh + J.l/ and G = 24J.l~ -15J.lIJ.lh + 2J.lf. Solving above, we get: 

h 8J.lh
2 

- 3J.lIJ.lh 18J.lIJ.lh 
2 

- 8J.l~ J.lh + J.l1
3 

I 
ql = F - J.lhF . ql 

_ 16J.lh 
3 -16rJ.l~ - 8J.lIJ.l~ + 10rJ.lIJ.l~ + J.lFJ.lh - rJ.lFJ.lh + J.lt. (3 

2F 

I 16J.lh 
2 

- 7 J.lIJ.lh + J.lF 36JLh 
2 

-16J.lIJ.lh + 2J.l/ h 8rJ.lh 
3 

- 8J.lIJ.lh
2 

- rJ.lIJ.l~ f3 
ql = 2G 2G· ql + 2G . 

Let H = 30J.l~ - 39J.lIJ.l~ + 10J.lFJ.lh - J.l;. Then, we get: 

I J.lh(32J.lh - 64J.lIJ.l~ + 42J.l; J.l~ - IlJ.lt + J.lt) 
ql = 2( 4J.lh - J.ll)2 H 

+ J.lh(288J.l~ -128rJ.l~ - 432J.lIJ.lh + 208rJ.lIJ.lh 

+ 178J.l;J.l~ - 96rJ.l;J.l~ - 6J.ltJ.l~ + 17rJ.ltJ.l~ + 7J.ltJ.lh - rJ.ltJ.lh + J.lf) 
2(4J.lh - J.ll)H • f3 
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21JltJlh - 3'YJltJlh + 2Jlf. 23 Therefore, if (3 is smaller than or equal to the threshold 

value above, an interior solution occurs in period 1, and hence, firm a will adopt 

its quality introduction sequence such that {L, H}-+{H}. Otherwise, a corner 

solution occurs in period 1, and firm a will adopt {L}-+{H}. However, the 

threshold value above is smaller than (12 _ 5'Yf(1l1 + Jlh)" Therefore, '<1(3 such that 

1 ~ (3 > (12 _ 5'Yf(JlI + Jlh)' q~ < 0, and hence, a corner solution occurs in period 1 such 

that q{ ~ 0, qf = o. Let J = 48Jl~ - 30JlIJlh + 4Jl~. Then, the solution in period 1 is: 

I 16Jl~ -7 JlIJlh + Jl~ 8'YJli - 8JlIJl~ - 'YIlIJl~ (3 
ql = J + J . 

h 24Jl~ - 25JlIJlh + 5Jl~ 24'YJl~ -7'YJlIJl~ -14Jl~Jlh + 4Jlt (3 
qa,2 = J J' 

(59) 

6. When i~ ~ 'Y > 0 and (12 _ 5'Yf(JlI + Jlh) ~ (3 > 0 

If the speed of technology advancement is fast and marginal cost is small, 

firm a produces both low and high quality in period 1 and only high quality in 

period 2 and firm b enters both low and high quality markets. Hence, in period 2, 

a corner solution occurs such that q~,2 = o. Then, the first-order conditions in (51) 

and (52) become: 

23 Calculation was conducted using a computer software, Mathematica, which can handle symbolic 

mathematics. Proof for the results can be provided upon request. 
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There are three unknowns and three equations. Solving these, we get: 

Therefore, the price variables are represented in terms of quantities in period 1 

such that: 

Then, firm a solves the following problem in period 1. 

Max 11 a = 11 a, 1 + 11 a, 2 

The first-order conditions are: 
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Solving these, we get: 

q{ = ~h. {3 

h 5 (8 - 71')llh + 3111 {3 
ql = 11 - 9 . 

q{' ~ 0, only if (3 :::; 11(8-71' )~h + 33111 

45 > 4 'if l' -+ q~ > 0 
11(8-7')' )Ilh + 33111 (12 - 5,),)(lll + Jlh)' 

Therefore, we get an interior solution in period 1. The rest of variables are: 

1 _ Ilh {3 h _ 5 3(8 -71')llh + 22111 {3 
ql - 3· , ql - 11 - 66 . 

h 2 (10-171')llh {3 
qa,2 = 11 + 22 . 

h 2 361lh -151'llh + 22111 {3 
qb,2 = IT - 66 . 

1 Ilh {3 %,2=3· (60) 

When production costs decline fast and marginal cost is low, firm a 

discontinues the production of low quality in period 2 and adopts {L,H}-+{H}, and 

firm b enters both low and high quality market and hence adopts -+{L,H}. 

Various equilibria have been investigated for all possible combinations of 

(3's and ,),'s. In contrast to the monopoly case, both low and high quality products 

are produced in period 2 by either firm for most values of ')' and {3. In the 

monopoly case, a single uncontested seller adopted quality introduction sequences 

in which, in many cases, either low or high quality products were not provided to 

consumers. 

Thus, if we ignore price dynamics and consider only the degree of quality 

diversity, the sequential entry duopoly market increases consumer welfare 

compared to monopoly market. Equilibrium quality introduction sequences for all 

these distinct environments are described in the figure below. 
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Firm a: {L} - {H} 

Firm b: - {L} 
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Firm a: {L,H} - {H} 

Firm b: - {L,H} 

Firm a: {L,H} - {L,H} 

Firm b: - {L,H} r Firm a: {L.H} - {L.H} 

Firm b: - {L.H} 

(1.2) (2.3) 

~ lO. o ~ 7 1 

Firm a: {H} - {H} M Y 
Firm b: - {H} ~ 

Figure 13. A Map of Equilibria in Duopoly Game 

where A = (17r _10
4
)(1-'1 + J.Lh) and B = (12 _ 5r)(1-'1 + I-'h)' Going back to the figure 13, 

the threshold values, A and B, are not constant and will change depending on 

the technology parameter, r. Let us conduct some comparative statics. 

ddAr = 68 < 0 d
2 
A - 2312 > 0 

(17r -10)(1-'1 + I-'h) 'dr2 
- ( 17r -lOl(1-'1 + I-'h) 

dB _ 20 > 0 d2 B _ 200 > 0 
dr - (12 - 5r)2(1-'1 + I-'h) 'dr2 

- (12 - 5r)3(1-'1 + I-'h) 

when r = 1, A = B = 7( 4 ) 
1-'1+ I-'h 



h 10 d 68 
w en r = 17' A-+oo an B = 154(1l1 + Ilh) 

when r = 0, A = - 10( 4 ) < 0 and B = 3( ~ ) 
III + Ilh III Ilh 

Therefore, figure 13 is modified as the following. 

'0'.8 
1 

Firm a: {L} - {H} 

Firm b: - {L} 

(1.1) 

A 

Firm b: 
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Firm a: {L,H}-{L} 
---/ Firm b: -{L} 

(2.1) 

A-B 

Firm a: {L,H} - {L,H} 
B 

o 

Firm a: {L,H} - {H} 

Firm b: - {L,H} 

(1.2) 

Firm a: {H} - {H} 
Firm b: - {H} 

10/17 

Firm b: 

(2.3) 

- {L,H} 

1 

q Y 

Figure 14. A Revised Map of Equilibria in Duopoly Game. 

Firm b enters the high quality market, only when production cost is substantially 

low. Otherwise, entry occurs in low quality market. Since the high quality 

market is more profitable than the low quality market, as shown before, the 
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incumbent always chooses its output decision in period 1 so as to prevent entry in 

high quality market, unless it is not possible because of substantially low cost or 

no cost advantage over the entrant (i.e., when 1=1). 

As we have shown in proposition 6, when technology develops fast, the 

incumbent has a big cost advantage over the entrant and hence the entry to the 

high quality market is naturally blocked in period 2. Therefore, the incumbent 

can increase the production of low quality in period 1 and still entry into the high 

quality market will not occur in period 2. 

However, when technology develops slowly, entry into the high quality 

market is not naturally blocked. Hence the incumbent firm decreases the 

production of low quality in period 1 to induce firm b to enter the low quality 

market by leaving a bigger residual demand for low quality in period 2 and hence 

firm b is better off entering the low quality market rather than entering the high 

quality market and directly competing with firm a. 

OBSERVATION 

In the sequential entry duopoly seller market, the first-mover (incumbent) always 

chooses its quality introduction sequence and output decision in period 1 so as to 

prevent the entry in high quality market in period 2, since the high quality market 

is more profitable than the low quality market. 

For the purpose of comparison with results III prevlOUS research, let us 

consider a limiting case in which 1=1 and hence production costs stay the same 

over time and the incumbent does not have any cost advantage over the entrant 

in period 2. 

7. When 1=1 (when there is no technological advancement) 
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When technology does not improve at all and hence production costs stay 

the same over time, firm a will not have any cost advantage over the entering 

firm, firm b, in period 2. Hence, as long as r=l, symmetric equilibria will occur 

in period 2. From the general solution in (52), 

, , 2 7 p, (3 h h 
qa,2 = qb,2 = 11 - 22' , qa,2 = %,2 = 0, 

Then, it is shown that: 

h h 1 'f 4 qa,2'%,2 2: 0, on y 1 0 $ (3 $ 7(p, + Ph) 

Therefore, we consider the following two cases, a) when 1 2: (3 > 7( 4 )' b) when 
P, + Ph 

4 
0< (3 < 7( r - - P, + Ph 

7.a. if r=l and 12:(3 > 7(J.l, ~ Ph) 

We will have a corner solution in period 2 such that q~,2 = qg,2 = o. From 

(54), when r=l, 

h 1 P, + Ph (3 , 11Ph + 9p, (3 1 
qI = 2 - 4 " qI = 44 . - 22 

q' q' 2 7 p, (3 qh _ qh - 0 a,2 = b,2 = II - 22" a,2 - b,2-

, [ 2 15p, (3] h _ 11Ph -7 p, llph 
2 + 19p/ (3 

P2 = P, 11 + 22' , P2 - 22 + 44 . 

, [ 8 8P,] h 11Ph - 3p, 5p,2 + 11Ph 
2 

(3 
PI = P, 11 +rr' (3, PI = 11 + 22 . 

fI 
- llph - 3p,_ 11Ph

2 
- 5p/ . (3 llph

3 + IIp,J.lh
2 
-llp/J.lh - J.l? (32 

a - 22 22 + 88 

fI - 4J.l, _ 14J.l,2 . (3 49p/. (32 
b - 112 112 + 222 (61) 

Hence, the equilibrium quality introduction sequence for each firm is {L,H}-t{L} 

for firm a and -t{L} for firm b. Thus, when production costs do not decrease at all 

in period 2 and marginal costs are very high, both firm a and b produce only low 
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quality in period 2. Notice that in the monopolist seller's case, the monopoly firm 

did not have an incentive to introduce low quality in period 1. However, when 

there is a contestant in the markets, the incumbent firm has perfect foresight 

that, given the technology and cost environment, firm b will enter the low quality 

market in period 2. Thus, firm a has an incentive to sell some low quality 

products during period 1. Hence, it is obvious that the presence of potential entry 

changes the incumbent's strategies. 

7.b. if ,=1 and 7(J.ll ~ J.lh) ~ {3 > 0 . 

Even when production costs stay the same over time, marginal cost is low 

enough that both firm a and b manage to produce high quality in period 2. In 

contrast to the monopoly case in which the monopoly seller produces only low 

quality in period 2, the incumbent firm is aware that firm b will enter both low 

and high quality markets in period 2 and hence firm a adopts a different strategy 

such that it also produces both low and high quality in period 2. The equilibrium 

quality introduction sequence is {L,H} ..... {L,H} for firm a and ..... {L,H} for firm b. 

Hence, there is symmetry in quality offerings in period 2. The solution is, from 

(54), 

I [ 8 8J.ll] h [ 8 8J.lh ] PI = J.ll 11 +rr· {3, PI = P.h rr+U· {3 

n - 44J.lh _ 19J.lh 
2

• (3 + 5 J.lh (J.lh 
2 

- J.l/ + J.llJ.lh) • (32 
a- 112 112 44 

n - 4J.lh + 49J.lh(J.llJ.lh + J.lh
2 

- J.l/). {32 
b -112 222 (62) 
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A major difference between durable goods and nondurable goods is the 

carry-over feature of durable goods. In durable goods markets, sellers face 

problems which are unlikely to happen in nondurable goods markets. First of all, 

sellers face the durability problem or the carry-over feature of durable goods itself 

- i.e., the more they sell today, the less residual demand they face tomorrow, since 

products are physically durable and hence the units previously sold will remain as 

a stock. When the market is completely saturated, their sales will eventually 

come to an end. Second, sellers face competition from the second-hand market. 

Some consumers who purchased a unit may resell it to the next generation of 

consumers in the second-hand market, and these used units will eventually 

compete with new units. 

For example, as more new cars are sold, more used cars will be III the 

market, and new and used cars compete in the market as substitutes.24 Some 

consumers purchase new cars and others purchase used cars depending on their 

taste parameters for the commodity - the cars. It is often the case that new car 

dealers sell used cars in the same dealer lot. What will be the reason for this? Is 

this simply because the dealer wants to run another business and earn some more 

profit? There seems to be a reason other than that. 

As shown earlier, consumers self-select units which they like to consume in 

each period, and a consumer's marginal willingness to pay for a unit of a durable 

good is its one-period utility plus the resale value of this unit in the future. 

Therefore, the higher the resale value is, the higher is the consumer's willingness 

to pay. If new car dealers can keep used car prices high, then they can also 

24 In this example, we will concentrate on the carry-over feature of automobiles, not on the product 

differentiation aspect. 
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charge a high price for the new cars. 

There are, on the other hand, independent used car dealers who deal with 

only used cars. However, they share a common interest with new car dealers. 

This is simply because they can charge high prices for used cars thanks to new car 

dealers. Thus, in a limited sense, new car dealers seem to have some control over 

the second-hand market, except for the used car markets in which individuals 

trade. 

All previous research on durable goods mainly focus on the following two 

topics - a) to find how a seller chooses its output path in a dynamically consistent 

way given the carry-over feature of durable goods, b) to find how a seller can 

reduce or avoid competition from the second-hand market. Many authors such as 

Bulow [5], Stokey [31], derived the seller's dynamic output path. In the previous 

literature, the only way to avoid competition from the second-hand market is by 

renting rather than selling. 

Some, on the other hand, suggest that a monopolist seller may artificially 

choose an inefficient technology to make products less durable so that, after some 

periods, products become physically obsolete - planned obsolescence. However, 

Swan showed that, under some assumptions, it is unlikely to happen (Swan's 

independence theorem). Furthermore, it is easily inferred that this physical 

planned obsolescence will not occur, when competition exists. Thus, physical 

planned obsolescence is not a main issue in the durable goods research area. 

Consequently, as far as the effort to reduce or avoid competition from the 

second-hand market is concerned, authors have focused on the difference between 

the sales market and the rental market for durable goods. The second-hand 

market problem disappears in rental markets. The property right to leased units 

belongs to the lessors, not lessees. Hence, the second-hand market does not exist 
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in rental markets, and lessors will have perfect control over the output stock in 

the market. A single quality durable goods lessor produces only once in period 1 

and leases the same output over two periods and hence rental prices do not 

decline over time. 

Authors have ignored the possibility of product diversification in the 

durable goods market, and focused on the seller's dynamic output path and the 

difference between the sales and rental markets. According to all previous 

research, a seller has to choose a dynamically consistent output path because of 

the carry-over feature, and the only way to avoid competition from the second

hand market is to rent rather than to sell. However, it had been shown that 

there is another way to lessen or completely avoid competition from the second

hand markets without manipulating physical durability or renting rather than 

selling. That is the intertemporal product diversification. 

However, once production diversification is feasible, the amount of 

competition from the second-hand market is endogenously selected by the seller 

via a strategic quality introduction sequence and corresponding quantity decisions. 

In some situations, sellers diversify in a given period and, in other situations, they 

sequentially diversify over time and introduce one quality at a time. We already 

have shown that, under the market structures, monopolist seller, monopolist 

lessor, and duopoly seller market, firms do diversify their product lines except 

when there is no production cost difference between low and high quality or 

production costs are identically zero for both low and high quality. 

In some industries, technology develops fast and hence production costs 

decline fast over time, while in other markets, technology develops slowly. It was 

shown that as the speed of technological advancement becomes faster, a 

monopolist seller has a tendency to increase the output of low quality in period 1 
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and high quality in period 2, and decrease the output of high quality in period 1 

and low quality in period 2, and vice versa. 

There are pros and cons in implementing a particular quality introduction 

sequence. If a seller introduces low quality first and then high quality later, it 

actually creates the second-hand market for low quality in period 2, but it can 

expand market demand by creating updating demand for high quality. It also can 

reduce production costs by producing high quality in period 2, if the speed of 

technological advancement is fast. 

In this event, the pro is the saving in the production cost and the increased 

market from updating demand, but the con is the emergence of the second-hand 

market competition. Second, if a seller introduces high quality first and low 

quality later, a seller can prevent the second-hand market from emerging since 

consumers never update quality from high to low quality. However, it cannot 

expand the market, because there is no updating demand. Therefore, a seller's 

strategy on quality introduction sequence is extremely sensitive to these factors. 

Actual benefit and cost of adopting a particular strategy are determined by the 

speed of technological advancement. 

When technology develops slowly, a seller has a tendency to introduce high 

quality first and then low quality later. In that event, the seller can completely 

avoid competition from the second-hand market in both the low and high quality 

market. The price of high quality will not fall in period 2, since there is no 

further production in period 2. Consumers who purchase the high quality product 

in period 1 are willing to pay a high price in period 1, because a consumer's 

marginal willingness to pay is its one-period utility plus resale value in period 2. 

Furthermore, a seller cannot save in the production cost by delaying the 

production of high quality to period 2, because the speed of technological 
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advancement is slow. As a result, a seller will introduce high quality first and low 

quality later. 

For example, it is often the case in the textbook publishing industry that 

sellers introduce hard cover books (high quality) first and then sell cheaper paper

back books (low quality) later. In that event, sellers can completely avoid 

competition from the second-hand market, and extract consumer surplus first 

from consumers who have a high taste parameter and then serve consumers who 

have a low taste parameter. 

Consumers who purchase a hard cover book are not likely to resell it and 

purchase a paper back book in the future. If a consumer cannot get any utility 

out of a book at all in later periods, then he will resell it to the second-hand 

market, and hence there will exist the second-hand market. However, in this 

dissertation, we have assumed that goods continuously generate utility over time, 

which is a more common case in durable goods industries. 

When the speed of technological advancement is fast, a seller has a 

tendency to introduce low quality first and high quality later. In that case, there 

is a group of consumers who update the quality of the product they consume over 

time. Hence, sellers can sell their different quality products to the same 

consumers over time and hence these consumers are double-counted in sales. 

Sellers may expand t)1e market without physically expanding the market itself or 

directly manipulating physical durability. 

Therefore, an old model (low quality) becomes obsolete by the introduction 

of new quality (high quality). This is another example of planned obsolescence 

which is different from physical planned obsolescence. In that event, there will be 

a second-hand market for low quality in period 2. However, the damage by 

creating competition from the second-hand market is outweighed by the benefit 
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from the increase in revenue from updating demand and saving in production cost 

by delaying production of high quality to period 2.25 Also, the high quality 

market is always more profitable market than the low quality market at 

equilibrium. 

In markets such as computers, audio and video systems, and computer 

software, technology develops extremely rapidly and production costs fast decline. 

In these markets, we often observe that sellers sequentially and frequently update 

the quality of their products over time. For example, in the computer software 

market, Microsoft is famous for frequent updates of its DOS and Windows 

programs and continuously generates updating dem~d. Also, automobile 

manufacturers update engineering specification and body style for their cars every 

4 to 5 years. It is usually the case that, when a new model appears in the market, 

the price of the old model drops significantly. 

In many cases, a certain technology is not ~vailable for a given period, and 

hence high quality is not introduced. However, in other cases, sellers may 

strategically postpone the introduction of high quality even though technology is 

available at the moment. Some possible reasons for this phenomenon are first, the 

market for high quality is very thin at a given period (premature demand) and 

hence it is not profitable to introduce (premature timing), and second, the 

demand for high quality is mature but the seller will be better off by postponing 

its introduction simply in order to sell the old model first and then sell the new 

model later and make consumers update (strategic delay). 

Total market was assumed to be given fixed and uniformly distributed in 

the consumers' taste parameter in this dissertation, and hence mature demand 

25 When technology develops fast, production costs decline fast over time. Hence, by postponing the 

production of high quality to later periods, sellers can save costs. 
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was implied. Thus, the second case above is the case actually considered here. 

Let us consider other examples such as the computer Compact Disk ROM (Read 

Only Memory) system and the compact disk (CD) player. CD technology was 

introduced to markets a few years ago. Because of its superior sound quality, it 

soon started replacing analog turntable record players. 

This technology was transferred to computer memory storage technology 

fast and became the CD ROM system - the device which stores tremendous 

amount of information in a small CD. However, these devices are for a playback 

only or read only system and are not recordable or rewritable. Actually, 

rewritable or recordable CD technology was developed a few years ago and it 

seems that demand for this new technology is mature. 

However, it took a long time for Sony finally to introduce recordable CD 

players in 1992. This new technology will eventually make playback only CD 

players obsolete. It seems that Sony did not want to introduce this new 

technology too soon and thereby make its own product lines in CD players become 

obsolete too early. However, it is inferred that competition will accelerate its 

in trod uction. 

In the sequential entry duopoly market, the speed of technological 

advancement plays an important role in determining the equilibrium. The 

amount of cost advantage of the first-mover over the second-mover is determined 

by the speed of technological advancement. The faster the speed is, the larger 

cost advantage the first-mover has. 

At all equilibria, like the uncontested monopolist seller, the first-mover has 

a tendency to increase the output of low quality in period 1 and high quality in 

period 2, and to decrease the output of high quality in period 1 and low quality in 

period 2, as technology develops faster. In contrast to the strategy of the first-
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mover, the second-mover uses an exactly opposite strategy to that of the first

mover in period 2. 

As the speed of technological advancement increases, the second-mover 

tends to increase the output of low quality and decrease the output of high quality 

in period 2. The reason is, as explained before, to seek the maximal separation to 

avoid intense price competition in period 2. Therefore, two firms adopt opposite 

strategies in period 2, but this is mutually consistent and hence sustained as 

equilibrium strategies. 

Now, let us focus on the first-mover's strategy during period 1, when it 

faces the threat of entry in the future. When the speed of technological 

advancement is slow, the first-mover reduces the production of high quality in 

period 1. The reason is that the incumbent will not have much cost advantage 

over the new entrant in period 2, because the speed of technological advancement 

is slow, and production costs are high. Thus, if the output of low quality is too 

high in period 1, the second-mover is forced to enter the high quality market in 

period 2, since only a small residual demand for low quality is left for the new 

entrant in period 2 and cost disadvantage against the incumbent is small. 

Furthermore, the high quality market is always more profitable than the 

low quality market. Therefore, the incumbent only hurts itself, if it produces too 

much low quality in period 1. The incumbent always wants to occupy the high 

quality market in period 2. Hence, in this case, the only way to induce entry into 

the low quality market is by lowering the production of low quality in period 1. 

In other words, the incumbent is precommitting itself that it will occupy the high 

quality market in period 2, and this precommitment is credible to the entrant. 

On the other hand, it is also rational for the second-mover to enter the low 

quality market. Consequently, these strategies are sustained as sequentially 
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rational and mutually consistent strategies. The incumbent could prevent entry 

in period 2 by increasing output in period 1. However, to do so is not sequentially 

rational, and, in all circumstances, entry occurs in period 2.26 

However, when technology develops fast, the incumbent will have a large 

cost advantage over the entering firm in period 2. Thus, the incumbent has 

perfect foresight that entry will not occur in the high quality market. Therefore, 

the incumbent can increase the production of low quality in period 1 and still does 

not have to worry about entry into the high quality market in period 2. Then, it 

concentrates on high quality market in period 2. Thus, the market positioning of 

the second-mover is endogenously determined by the actions of the first-mover 

during period 1. 

In the sequential entry duopoly market, consumers can enjoy more variety 

III quality, while, in many cases, the uncontested monopolist seller sequentially 

introduces quality over time and hence only a single quality is available to 

consumers in a given period. In the sequential entry duopoly market, since there 

is a potential entrant or a competitor in a given period, both low and high quality 

products are offered to consumers by either firm, the incumbent or a new entrant. 

Summarizing all these, this dissertation has investigated a) the consumer 

demand structure and consumer self-selection strategies in markets where two 

distinct factors are simultaneously in action - i. e., decision on consumption time 

location due to durability of the product and the choice of quality among 

differentiated products, b) sellers' intertemporal market positioning strategies, i.e., 

when does a seller adopt its optimal quality introduction sequence such that it 

sequentially increases the quality over time and creates updating demand, and 

26 In some cases, entry will occur in high quality market or both low and high quality market. But, 

in most cases, entry occurs in low quality market. For more details, refer to figure 13. 
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forces low quality products to become obsolete, and when does it introduce high 

quality first and low quality later so that it can completely avoid competition 

from the second-hand market?, c) the nature of market equilibrium in various 

market structures - monopolist seller, monopolist lessor, and sequential entry 

duopoly seller market. 

It was assumed that the total market demand is fixed and both the lower 

and upper limit of the market is constant and given. However, in many real 

durable goods markets, these limits of the market seem to increase with the 

quality introduced. That is, the higher quality the consumers experience in the 

market, the higher quality they expect. Therefore, consumers' taste parameters 

will, in general, move to higher levels. For example, when the XT class computer 

was first introduced about a decade ago, consumers who have very a high taste 

parameter purchased it. However, nowadays, XT class computers are for 

consumers who have a very low taste parameters in computers. Hence, it will be 

a very interesting research topic to allow the limits of market to be endogenously 

determined by the qualities introduced to the market over time. 

Some other topics which might be interesting are the following: Analysis 

of the consumer demand structure in markets where both sales and leasing 

coexist. In many durable goods markets such as automobiles, computers, 

furniture and so on, sellers lease their products at the same time. Hence, it will 

be meaningful to investigate the consumer's decision algorithms on the purchase 

versus lease option, or even the "rent to own" option. Also, when there is 

uncertainty about the timing of the introduction of the next higher quality and of 

the actual magnitude of quality (imperfect foresight), the results of this 

dissertation will change. As sketched, there is lots of room for future research in 

the durable goods area. These markets are changing all the time! 
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APPENDIX 

LEMMA 1 

In figure 3 and 4, by the nonnegativity constraint of quantity, it should hold that: 

1) B ~ A ; if not, q~ < 0 

2) D ~ B ; if not, q~ < 0 

3) D ~ C ; if not, qi < 0 

4) C ~ A ; if not, qi < 0 

Thus, the following should hold: 

h I h I 
1)' B _ A = J.'IP2 - J.'hP2 > 0 -+ P2 > P2 

J.'1(J.'h - J.'I) - J.'h - J.'I 

2)' D _ B = (pf - 2p~) - (pi - 2p~) > 0 
J.'h - J.'I) -

I I I I 
4)' C _ A = PI - 2P2 > 0 -+ PI> 2P2 or pi > 2pI 

J.'I - J.'I - J.'I I - 2 

Then, from 2)', (pf - 2p~) ~ (pi - 2p~) ~ 0 

Th t h h pf 2p~ 
us, we ge PI ~ 2P2 -+ J.'h ~ J.'h 

h I 

By 1)' and 3)', ~~ ~ ~~ V t = 1,2 (part a) 

k k 
By 4)' .E.L > P2 V k E {/,h} 

2J.'k - J.'k Q.E.D. 



PROPOSITION 1 

( a) 55 - 8 4 = 20 PI - pi - 0 PI - p~ + pi 
= OPI-P~ 

I 
>_ 0, V 0 > P2 

- PI 

(b) 59 - 87 = 20Ph - pf - OPh + pf - p~ 

= OPh - p~ 
h 

> 0 V 0 > P2 -, - Ph 
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From (a), any consumer who can afford a low quality good will be better off by 

adopting Buy-and-Hold strategy than Buy-and-Resell strategy. In another word, 

Buy-and-Resell strategy is dominated by Buy-and-Hold strategy for low quality 

good. Now, part (b) shows the same for high quality goods. Therefore, Buy-and

Resell strategy for both low and high quality goods is not optimal for any 

consumer. Q.E.D. 

PROPOSITION 2 

If a consumer adopts {H,L} - Buy-and-Update from high to low quality (option 8), 

. I· h h I Its surp us IS OPh - PI + P2 + OPI- P2· If this consumer adopts {H, H} and hence 

purchases high quality in period 1 and keeps owning it in period 2 (option 9), the 

surplus is 20Ph - pro Then, 

(20Ph - pr) - (OPh - pr + p~ + OPI- p~) = ()(Ph - PI) - (p~ - p~) 

h I 
> 0 if 0 > P2 - P2 
-, - Ph PI 

Thus, for all consumers who can afford a high quality good, it is not rational to 

update the quality of the product they consume over time from high to low 

quality, because option 8 is dominated by option 9. Q.E.D. 
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